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CURRENT PROBLEMS IN CHEMICAL TRACK ETCHING*

G. Somogyi

I n s t i t u t e of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian
Academy of Sc iences , H-4001 Debrecen, Hungary

ABSTRACT

A schematic survey i s given on the current r e l e v a n t problems of the e tch ing
(or revelation) of multi-track and single-track events in dielectric solids.
Some aspects of the research trends and possible new applications of the effects
observable here, are also considered.

KEYWORDS

Nuclear tracks; radiation damage; chemical etching; etch-track kinetics;
sensitivity curve; single- and multi-track effects.

INTRODUCTION

I have been asked to say a few introductory words on the chemical etahing
of nuclear tracks in solids. The hazard of such a task is obviously very large
because this track revelation method has already been known for more than
twenty years. At the same time it seems to be a very inspiring work since it
appears certain that the po+antialities of this method, in spite of its
frequently emphasized simplicity, has not been fully realized. The truth of
this statement had already become apparent at the previous track detector
conference held in Bristol, and I am convinced that the latest experimental
attacks by the great many researchers with a variety of new ideas are able to
provide even more stricking advances in this apparently saturated field of
researches.

The childhood of the chemical track etching technique is certainly over. A
sure sympthom of it is expressed also by the fact that the first pioneers of
this method are getting more and more respected, at least in consideration of
their age. Fortunately, more and more young people have been working with this
technique with net; imaginations, dreams and enthusiasm. Some of them likes to
follow old traditions, but there are also impressionists. In these circumstances
there is no doubt that the statistical probability of finding something new in
our field is enhanced.

Here immediately a further question arises: how wide would be the range of
possible promising investigations where one could even refine, combine or perhaps
discover "etching or related effects" which might be of theoretical or "only"
practical importance? At the present conference, among others, a welcome
opportunity is also provided for all of us to discuss this complex question,
and to fill up our memories and recharge our batteries for future researches.
My honourable duty here would be to promote shomewhat this procedure, at least
in the field of track etching in polymers and in related problems.

New scientific developments are usually initiated and stimulated by well-
-established traditions and original ideas or by successful combinations of
these approaches. Cooking recipes, certainly, cannot be delivered here for
making progress. It is my hope, however, that I may help it a little by
presenting certain characteristic directions and problems of the recent

* Invited paper.



concerning the track etching as a starting point of discussion.

RECENT RESEARCH TENDENCIES

One of the clearly noticeable advances has resulted from the systematic
studies made by numerous track laboratories all over the world. These works
have promoted to find promising new ways in both the basic research and
application of nuclear track detectors. At the same time, as a usual consequence
oV'the large number of studies, some of the already forgotten old methods and
Track revelation tricks were again find out, improved and applied in several
laboratories.

A schematic representation of
the general fields of actual
studies related to the chemical
etching and related problems is
given in Fig. 1. Information on
the etching characteristics of a
track detector under given con-
ditions can be derived either from
non-overlapping single tracks or
from so-called multi-track effects.
Till now, most of the research
laboratories and track users has
paid attention, almost exclusively,
to the behaviour of single tracks.
In addition, this behaviour has
mostly been derived from the ave-
rage properties of several single
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rig.]. Schematic representation
of recant objectives of studies
in the field of track etching
and related effects.

tracks. This procedure, of course,
is appropriate in many practical
works, by it, however, we cannot
gain definite results concerning
the etching response for an
individual particle damage. In
the latter case it is more adequate
to study only one "track cone" in

a thick sheet or one "track pore" in a thin foil.
The general behaviour and specific etching characteristics of both the single-

d.-iu multi-track damages are governed and affected by several factors such as
particle parameter, detector characteristics and environmental (physical,
chemical and other) effects• All of these clearly indicate the wide variety
and complexity of the possible research problems in this field. Let me select
here, only to my taste, a few of them for discussion.

Research and Perspective of Multi-Track Effects

At first, I would talk on the multi-track effects, trying to outline certain
new possibilities which arise from the following questions: What is to be done
dt very high track'densities where the tracks begin to overlap? Can we find
here any effects which may provide something new or useful, whether in basic
science or in practical works, in addition to the more or less known single-
-track etching effects? Before answering these questions, I would say few in-
troductory words of philosophical nature. As a starting point, let me remind
you, what I had previously said, that an effective and creative researcher
should be not only a good scientist, but also an impressionist with broad
phTnta7,y. Having this ability, one can imagine everything and then, by using
special filtering process or transformation, even fantastic products of imagi-
nation caii be turned into realistic,but in many tases into unexpected and sur-
prising new results. It is my filling that the multi-track effects may give
rise to such a new dimension of researches, and considering the pssible practical
value of these effects, perhaps it is the time to learn the term "nuclear track
technology", as proposed by Cpohr and his coworkers, the pioneers of this field
of researches (Sphor, 1981; Fischer and Sphor, 1982).

To illustrate the situation generally, let me mention an analogous example
from^the field of modern arts. Recently, a new possibility is opened for the
'i-jvfjlnpmer.t of a so-c±lled "computer graphics technology" based on the



availability of fast and cheap computers. The idea is that the computer, by
using appropriate geometric transformation and calculation rules, can turn the
algebra" into pleasing patterns in a variety of ways. The dropping and lifting
pen of a plotter can draw thousands of lines with high speed and accuracy,
creating surprisingly new images from great number of simple geometrical ele-
ments. Such a plane pattern of numerous tessalating hexagons and stars is shownin
Fig.2, after an invention by Dixon (1983). Here, by usinga simple geometric
transformation called inversion, a new element, a sphere, is created.

I* Now, let us assume that in a given
detector area we begin to increase the
number of certain image-byilding elements
(e.g. etch-pits of nuclear tracks) by
using appropriate rules (e.g. specific_
irradiation geometry, energy distribution,
etc). It is expected that over a given
fluence, these elements get to overlap
and form zones which display no similarity
to the shape of original building elements.
At this point, a new world is opened for
us, with quite new microscopical and
macroscopical, physical and chemical
properties. I would like to illustrate
this world somewhat, at least by few
examples taking from our field of track
researches.

When a sufficient overlap occurs bet-
ween neighboring etched tracks, the
resulting effect is the formation of a
multi-etch-pit geometry with a labyrinth-
-like spatial texture. This texture de-
veloped at about 70 % porosity of the
track array results in a very dramatic
change in the electrical resistance of
the exposed surface, as has pointed out

by Fischer et al (1982). In this way, the resistance of surfaces can be in-
creased by ten orders of magnitude. The abrupt appearance of this special
effect due to multi-track etching, makes the preparation of superinsulating
surfaces possible. It is interesting to note that this phenomenon disappears
at higher track density, where the nominal porosity will be over 200 % and the
surface texture develops again more fused and therefore more conducting etched
cavity system. The inherent advantages and large perspectives of such type of
multi-track etching effects are obvious if we take into account the wide range
of avaiüah le imaging elements and schemes. At present, we can use very well-
-defined ion ranges at arbitrary angles of incidences to generate very fine or
rough, shallow or deep etch-track structures.

As a second example of the multi-track effects I have chosen the case of
overlapping damage zones itself (i.e. high-fluence unetched tracks). Here, the
overall effect of individual track damages transforms the overexposed detector
area into a huge damage zone. In this zone, under ion bombardment, different
physical and chemical processes occur, in polymers e.g. such as chain scission
and crosslinking. The ion beam may also act as an "alloying agent". The modi-
fied surface then can be "developed" by different procedures, which are not
necessarily etching processes. For example, an enhanced dissolution even by
water (Somogyi et al. , 1983) or a preferential dyeing (Loose et al., 1983) can
also be successfully applied to make the overexposed regions visible. Such
multi-track effects can be induced in a variety of materials, even in non-etch-
-track forming solids (e.g. in gelatine and hydrate cellulose) and by various
type of particle beams with very short tracks (corresponding to about 1 keV/amu
implantation energies) or very long ones (produced by relativistic heavy ions).
Therefore, it is expected that an intensive research of these etching, dissolution
and related effects may open new doors for many of future applications oí the
nuclear track method. Such a fruitful influence has already become evident in
lithography, where tremendous interest has recently been generated by the ion-
-induced relief patterns developable in various polymeric resists (Adesida,
1983) or in quasi-photoresist materials (Sphor, 1981).

The study of selective etching and other processes in multi-track events may

Fig. 2. A surprising new image
element, a sphere, appears in a
computer-made graphics specially
constructed from numerous tessa-
lating hexagons and stars
(after Dixon, 19 8 3).



result in new information on the microscopic nature of latent tracks also, in
the region of very low and very high damage densities as well. This would give
rise to a better understanding of the "radiation and etching response" of
various detector materials to nuclear particles. A possible way of such attemps
has been shown by Lück (1983a) who has tried to analyse the shape of response
curves derived from experimental data available in the literature. From the
analysis of the dose dependence of bulk etch rates in gamma- and electron-
irradiated CN, CR-39, PC and PET sheets, it has turned out that the relation
describing the bulk etch response can be composed of a linear and a supralinear
(power) term, while the linear term is absent from the response curve related
to single nuclear track etching. The only expection seems to be the CR-39
detector. According to Lück (1983) the appearance of supralinear term can be
understood by a model of free reaction volume, which assumes that the etchant
requires a given free volume of hole, produced by release of gaseous radiolysis
products, to be able to attack the chemical chain successfully.

Finally I choose my last example from among the problems of conventional
autoradiography using nuclear track detectors. Here, the quality of image is
affected considarably by the presence of multi-etch-pit configurations. We
should encounter, however, the following paradoxial situation: High resolution
autoradiography can be made only by using high-density pciture-forming elements
to reduce the image unsharpness due to the statistical spatial fluctuations of
the number of elements. At the same time, however, the etch pits begin to over-
lap and produce a continually decreasing optical contrast, which decreases the
quality of image. This etching effect was already studied as early as 1971
(Somogyi and Srivastava, 1971) but, due to it complexity, the image formation
under this special condition, was treated theoretically only recently (Ilic et
al., 1982).

By these arbitrarily selected examples I wanted to demonstrate the importance
of having more information on the effects created by multi-track events and on
their inherent perspective in many useful applications. As concerns other
interesting phenomena generated by microcavities embedded into various solids
by track etching methods, I refer only to a very recent comprehensive survey
by Fischer and Sphor (1982).

Research of Single-Track Behaviour

Now, I come back again to the illustration shown in Fig. 1, where I have
drawn a rough sketch of the general objectives of actual researches of single-
-track behaviour. Here, of course, I have no opportunity to consider all of
the relevant interesting research directions and problems, My only alternative
should be again some kind of selection, which is necessarily subjective.

At first, I would mention some problems concerning those parameters which
govern the track-etch kinetics. At present, to describe the main aspects of
etch-pit evolution, the following basic quantities are enough to be taken into
consideration: the bulk etch rate (V B), track etch rate V? , radial etch rate
(V r), critical layer thickness (hc) and etch-induction depth (h¿).

I think, there are authors who would like to see on my list also the so-
-called "detection, or registration threshold" expresed in terms of critical
particle range (Rc), energy (Ec) or some kind of energy loss (e>g- RELC) or
dose density. In most of the cases, however, due to a steady, slow approach of
the etch rate ratio (V = VT/VB) to one, toward longer residual particle ranges
(R), such a detection threshold cannot be extrapolated, or if at all, only with
very small precision. Therefore, this parameter is not suitable for fine
quantitative description, and in addition there is no need for it in any analysis
of the condition of track appearance. Accordingly, I have omitted it from my
list. Perhaps it may serve as a classification guide for an approcimate comp-
rison of the relative sensitivities of various detector materials. But, even
for this case, it is more reasonable to define a so-called "practical detection
threshold" at alow, but we11-measurable etch-rate ratio, say at 1.2 (and not
a t i ! K F o r this, of course, a careful measurement of the variation of etch-
rate ratio along the hardly etchable portions of particle trajectory is
required. Trom this consideration it is obvious that the so-called sensitivity
curve, defined by the V(R) function, is a more fundamental quantity than the
detection threshold derived from it.

Having omitted the detection threshold from our list, we might belive that
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the situation has become more clear. But it
is only partially true, because there exist
even two other quantities, h c and h±, which
also describe threshold-like phenomena in the
etch-pit appearance. Knowing this situation
we may understand the serious problem of the
newcomers in our field, or sometimes even
the more experienced research workers, when
they find a threshold-like track appearance
in their detectors (see Fig. 3). They should
ask themself which quantity should be actually
applied to describe the observation: Rc, h0,
hi or perhaps certain combination of these?
Fortunately, the critical layer thickness,
can also be derived from the sensitivity curve
of a particle.

Before discussing the nature of hc and h¿,
we have to deal a little with the sensitivity
curve which is the base of any calculations
related to the track evolution during chemical
etching. Although there have been several
efforts to find the link between the parameters
of radiation damage and chemical ethcing, even
at present, the determination of the shape
of sensitivity curve is an empirical task.

below the filf
surface.

e f f e c t s a na etching conditions. Recently
attemps have been made by several laboratories to elucidate somewhat the
situation here (e.g. O'Sullivan et al, 1982; Green et al, 1982; Lück, 1983b and
1983c). From 28 individual response curves, Lück (1983c) has succeeded in
deriving a more general form of the response function, V(REL). (We note that
from this function V(R) for a given particle can be easily obtained.) He has
found that for pure cellulose nitrate detectors, prepared with different degree
of substitution, the usual V = 1v+ a-REL^ form of the response function can
be formulated only with one fitting parameter, since a and (3 are connected to
each other by the relation of a = 8.12xO.OlllB5 independently on the detector
and etching parameters used. In addition, it has been found that VB appears to
be associated with the fractional amount (F) of disubstituted CN by the relation
VB = 1.15 (1 - F) + 48.9 F

2 (Lück, 1983b).
In spite of achieving certain successes in the above mentioned field, the

profundity of our knowledge is far from satisfactory. Further researches are
still greatly needed to learn more about the factors influencing the etching
response in various detectors to different, low and high energy nuclei.
Immediately after discovering its unique sensitivity (Cartwright et al, 1978),
the CR-39 polymer appeared to be the best test material in this respect, be-
cause the shape of etched tracks displayed nearly perfect geometry in it. Since
that time, however, according to relevant studies (see e.g. Somogyi, 1982 and
its Reference list; Green et al, 1982), here also many "side-effects" have been
reported (depth dependent response, "ballooning" of tracks, etc), which have
made more difficult to draw general conclusions. An additional disturbing
effect is brought about the severe variations in the response of CR-39 products
of different origin (see Fig.4) and even batches. Consequently,
a sensitivity curve measured in a given laboratory usually cannot be directly
applied in another laboratory, e.g. for calculation of etch-pit appearance and
evolution.

There is also a lack of knowledge in the sensitivity curve at relatively
short particle ranges. In this region, unfortunately, the function forms usually
applicable at higher residual ranges give very different results. For sake of
illustration,such function forms are plotted in Fig. 5. These curves can be
used equally well for describing the sensitivity curves for higher energy
protons in a Hungarian CR-39 products. In lew energy region, however, without
experimental etch-rate data, we could not select the adequate form of function.
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A somewhat more sophisticated function for describing the sensitivity curve for
alpha-particles in a wider range interval, including also the "peak region" of
Bragg curve, has been proposed recently by Green et al (1982).

Having chosen the proper form of V(R) function, we can calculate the expected
variation of track appearance depth determined by the quantify h c. I note here
that h c actually was introduced by the author for varying etch rate ratio to
replace the concept of critical angle (9C) of track registration, where 8 G be-
comes meaningless. The calculated curves shown in Figs. 6 and 7 well illustrate
the complicated effect of this threshold-like phenomenon on the etch-pit
appearances when using different irradiation parameters (incident angle, particle
range) and CR-39 sensitivities.

The value of h c, in principle, should be zero at right angle of particle
incidence. This supply a possibility for us to separate the two effects
described by h c and h¿. The existance of etch-induction depth should be the
consequence of a surface phenomenon, because no etch-induction time (ti=h¿/
can be observed in a pre-etched detector. It should also be noted that t¿ is
an inverse function of Vg for a given particle energy and it seems to be depenr
dent on the radiation damage density. At present, the mechanism of the-process
responsible for the etch-induction period is not clear.

Here a few words should also be devoted to the radial etch rate denoted by
Vr. This quantity can be considered as a transition etch rate between VT and
V B , if «e try to describe the variation of local etching speed at right angle
to the axis of latent track around the track core. A continuous decrease of
the etch rate away from the track core is already expected from the delta-ray
model, according to which the radiaton damage is not limited only to a narrow
cylindrical region of about 10 nm radius, but may extend to larger distances
as well. For a long time, however, nobody has paid attention to systematic
study of this radial track etching behaviour. Only recently, the production
(or demand) of commercial nuclear filters by accelerated heavy-ion beams in
various laboratories, such as Dubna (USSR), Darmstadt (GFR), GANIL (France),
has raisedmore serious interest among physicists to try to study and describe
the formation of submicron track pores of well-controlled geometry in thin
foils (Apel and Pretzschj 1983; Fischer and Sphor, 1982; Guillot and Itondalez,
1981). At the same time, efforts have also been made to correlate calculated
damage density distributions around track core to etch rate data (Ditlov, 19 80
and personal communication; Zamani and Charalambous, 1981; Apel and Pretsch,
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1983). Such type of investigations may contribate considerable to a better
understanding of the basic mechanism of preferential chemical etching both
along the track and in radial direction to the track core. Experimentally, both
the track and radial etch rate can be well determined with high precision, by
using a conductometric measurement method for successive etching stages of the
track pores, as was initially suggested by Bean et al (19 70) and applied by
DeSorbo (1979) for fission track studies in thin foils.

Finally, I should like to mention here a very exciting field of recent and
future researches, namely the penetrability of damage zone (and also the bulk
material) with etchant or other solutions. Unfortunately, only few data have
been reported on these and related problems. At present even the mechanism of
the first stage of etching process is not known, when the etchant ions begin
to penetrate into the track core and the bulk material. The process should
obviously be governed by the thermal diffusion of ions, characteristics of
chemical reaction, and removal of reai_+ion products. The overall rate-determining
process, however, can be quite different in the bulk material and the damage
region under different track revealing conditions (temperature, concentration).
Taking into consideration only the diffusion, a two-phase track developing
model is recently proposed by Törber et al. , (1982) and a connected two-step
soaking procedure for improving track revelation is described by Malinowski
et al, (1982).

In the dyed-track technique, a great improvement in the efficienay of track
revelation has also been reported by the use of a swelling process prior to
the track dyeing. Such a pretreatment enhances the preferential penetration of
dye molecules into the track core (Somogyi et al, 1979; Lferde et al, 1982).
Very recently, based on -an analogous idea in etching technique, a new identi-
fication method is proposed by Todorovic' and Antanasijevic» (19 83). In their
method an ultrasonically accelerated water penetration in the track, applied
between two etching periods, has resulted in an increased chemical reactivity.
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CLOSING WORDS

At the end of my talk, I would like to illustrate the present stage of the
complexity of track business and research activity by means of a caricature.
At the 10th International Conference held on SSNTDs in Lyon, I had already
shown a sketch of a possible family tree of the nuclear track technique. To
illustrate the situation at that time, I presented a more or less lonesome
imaginary tree, in style of modern painters, with leaves loaded with many,
different sort of fruits. These represented the very different type of possible
Droducts of the application of etch-track method.
* At the 11th Inter-

national Conference on
SSNTDs in Bristol, I
could already show a
new repidly growing
branch on the family
tree, representing the
birth of CR-39 track
detectors. Since that
time, the situation
has become even much
more complex as certain
blossoming branches
have begun individual
life. In this way for
the present time, as
I have illustrated in
Fig. 8, a SSNTD forest
has come into life with
a variety of research,
business, management
and other activities
around it. These acti-
vities, of course, will
need more and more land
and bay and finally an
establishment of Track
Detector Society.

Therefore, we should be very grateful to our Mexican colleagues that they have
reserved this picturesque place in Acapulco, for trying to establish this
Society, this place that will draw us back again and again to see the new
changes in our ever-growing track forest.
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ABSTRACT

The dyed-track method has been successfully developed for cellulose deri-
vatives. The track parameters (width, colo$*ration deepness, contrast, regis-
tration sensitivity), however, proved to be very dependent on the detector
material and on the track processing conditions. In our previous works opti-
mum conditions were presented, mostly for cellulose acetate sheets. In the
present work we have studied the influence of track processing parameters on
the dyed-track formation in Kodak cellulose nitrate detector called CN-85.
It is found that in this material optimum dyed-tracks can be produced with
using no swelling but with a thermal annealing at 100 °C for 1 hour after
particles irradiation. For sensitization a treatment with 15$ HC1 at 22°C for
20 hours and for dyeing 0.3 wt$ Rhodamine—B at 100°C for 1 hour proved to be
the best. For better understanding the track dyeing phenomenon we have
studied the colouration behaviour of electron-irradiated CN—85 detectors.

KEYWORDS

CN-85 detector; dyed fission tracks} non-etching} sensitization;
annealing} electron irradiation} colouration of cellulose nitrate.

INTRODUCTION

The first successful attempt to make latent fission tracks visible with a
non-etching dyeing method was reported by Monnin. and Blanford (1973)» Prima-
rily, it was assumed that a narrow, active region (containing metastable chem-
ical species such as free radicals, paroxide, etc) is oreated along a particle
path in a polymer, therefore by using an unsáturated acidic monomer new poly-
mer chains can be grafted onto the species of active region. Then, a fluores-
cent basic dye. Rhodamine B, can be built up onto the supposedly formed poly-
acid graf t-copolymer and the tracks can be made visible under UV-light illu-
mination.

It was soon discovered by Somogyi (1976) that a graf t-copolymerization
mechanism could not be responsible for the observed dye-track formation be-
cause tracks can also be revealed with using saturated aoidio monomers. This
finding justified the use of another term than "grafting» for the acidic treat-
ment , namely the term " sen3itization". It was also shown that by applying a
treatment with a swellant (e.g, NaOH) to certain cellulose derivatives (es-
pecially to cellulose acetate) the width of dyed fission tracks can be in-
creased so greatly that the tracks could be seen even under normal Visible
light illumination.

In other works (Somogyi and Tóth-Szilágyi, 1977j Somogyi et al, 1979b) it
was pointed out that an additional improvement of the dyed-track technique could
be achieved by using inorganic acids of low pH value as "sensitizing agent".

Finally, a procedure consisting of three main steps: basic swelling, inorgan-
ic acidic sensitization and dyeing with Rhodamine B, was introduced as a stand-
ard method of efficient dyed track revealing (Somogyi et al, 1979a and 1979b}



Moiuiiii oc o.l, 1979). In a systematic research, we have found the proper eoncen-
cmcirai, tompora turo Mid timo of treatment for each steps in cellulose acetate
aaul we could t?ct optimum, well-contrasted dyed tracks for fission fragments
and oven for neutron-induced recoils, lie have been, however, much less suc-
cessful at dyeing nuclear trucks in cellulose nitrate sheets (Somogyi et al,
1979^) when using the same track processing parameters which proved to lie op-
timum* for oolluloso acetate. For cellulose nitrate we could get dyed tracks
with sufficiently high registration efficienty only under UV-light illumination

Thorofor-o, wo have started systematic studies to get a better understanding
of fcho track formation mechanism in this type of detectors, particularly the
diffusion ability of tho roagonbs usod in the threo track revealing steps
(Monnin ot al, 1979} Lferdo ot al, 1982) and the effect of thermal annealing1

on tho dyod track formation (Monnin ot al, I98O),
From tlioso studies wo have got ovidences that the swelling agent diffuses

only partially through the bulle of detector, on the contrary, the aoidio
moloculos diffuse within the whole of polymer with a rather high speed and
the dyo molecules ponotrabo proforentlally along the latent tracks and then
only vory slowly sideways. Considering this, the key of a further improvement
of tho dyoability of tracks in cellulose nitrate film seemed to be an en-
hancement of tho condition of dye diffusion. It was assumed that the intro-
duction of a thermal treatment after particle irradiation might induce a more
pouotrable structure of tho bulk material and, in addition, a more advantageous
lateral diffusion of the dyeable active spooies. In the present work the
latost results achieved along theso linos will be summarized» Furthermore, an.
effort for simulation of the bohaviours of dyed traok formation by studying tho
colouration intensity of electron-irradiated CN-85 sheets will be presented.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

For all of our present studios tho detector samples were chosen from the
aojno batch of 100 /um thick CN-85 sheet (Kodak-Pathé product).

Fox1 tho dyoiug experiments described herein, given areas of the samples
wore irradiated by fission fragments provided by a Cf-252 source in 2TT-geom-
otry or by ^50 ko\' electron beams accelerated by the Cockroft-Walton genera-
tor of the Institute of Nuclear Research in Debrecen (Hungary).

In each set of oxpcriiuonts first the irradiations were carried out, then
tho OÍ-85 samples were hanged up in an oven and submitted to thermal annealing.
The annealing was followed by a sensitization procedure by immersing the sample
into water solution of an inorganic aoid (usually 15?í HC1 at 22°c). After
sensitizatlon tho samples were dyed in a water solution of Rhodamine-B (in
the folio-Ming Rh-B), usually at boiling temperature for 1 hour. After each
above-mentioned procedure an additional washing step was also applied in wa^or
at 70°C for 0.5 hour. Wo note here that the track revealing parameters actu-
ally used will be Given in. each cases in the respective figures under the fol-
lowing abbreviations: An (=annealing), S (=sensitization) and D (=dyeing),

Tho dyed fission tracks were finally viewed and counted under an optical
microscope at 300 X to determine the registration efficiency as compared to
that of the choirieally etched tracks. For the track width determinations a
magnification of 1000 X was used. Tho optical density measurements of dyed
electron-irradiated samples wore performed by a Zeiss microphotodensitometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In one of our first studies we have tried to find tho proper ways how we
con improve tho registration efficiency of dyed fission tracks in CN-85
viewed under normal light illumination. We have found that a replacement of
tho swelling stop with a thermal annealing can increa&a both the efficiency
and track width. According to the experimental data shown in Figs.l and 2, an
optimum of tho annealing was found at 100°C for 1 hour. The existence of a
maximum on tho curvo of Fig.l may indicate a lateral diffusion of dyeable
specie.'- without appreciable recombination up to 100°C and some sort of curing
of the primary damage over 100°C.

Tho curvos drawn on a semilogaritmic Gauss plot in Fig.3 may bring to
certain light on tho nature of the structural variation of the bulk of CN-85
sheets due to tho annealing. Hőre we have shown the frequency distributions
of tho width of dyed tracks after different annealing conditions. As seen tho



distributions indicate characteristic two-hump curves where both humps can "be
welX described by lognormal distribution. The percentage ocourance of tracks
in these humps varies with the duration of annealing. In our opinion, this
effect may reflect the percentage increase of the ratio of amorphous and
crystalline regions in the CN-.85 sheet with increasing annealing time.
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Fig. 1. Registration efficiency
and mean width of dyed fission
tracks at different annealing
temperatures of latent tracks.
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Fig, 2. Registration efficiency
and mean width of dyed fission
tracks at different annealing
times of latent tracks.

Fig. 3. Frequency distribution
of the width of dyed fission
tracks at different annea]>ng
times of latent tracks.
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Fig. k. Registration efficiency
of dyed fission tracks when
using different acids at differ-
ent concentrations in the
sensitization step.

In a second set of experiments we have tried to find the optimum sensiti-
zing acid for CN-85. After irradiation the samples annealed under the opti-
mum condition were immersed in water solution of hydrochloric, nitric and
sulphuric acids of different concentrations. These experiments were carried
out at 70 C for 1 hour and at 22°C for 20 hours, respectively. It was observed
that at high sensitization temperature the dyed tracks became faint and dif-
fuse whereas at room temperature they got deeper colour and high contrast.
The results obtained at room temperature are shown in Fig. 4. A.s seen opti-
mum condition can be achieved by 15 ?ó HC1 and the use of H2S04 practically
does not give tracks. Further increase of the HC1 concentration is not rea-
sonable as an increasing density of some sort of inclusions (like gas bub-
bles) can be observed in the bulk of detector material.

In a third set of experiments the parameters of dyeing step were optimized
(see Figs. 5 and 6). For the variation of the registration efficiency as a
function of the dyeing parameters (temperature, time, dye concentration)
similar trends were observed as in case of cellulose acetate (Somogyi et al,
1979a). Here, However, a much lower Rhodamine-B concentration (0.3$ instead
oí" 5 °ó) proved to be optimum.

Finally, we ha^e started studies with electron-irradiated CN-85 sheets to
simulate some basic behaviours of the dyed track method. Here, we assumed that
a dominant role in the formation of active dyeable species (defects) might
play the electrons produced along the tracks. A simulation study concerning
the effect of annealing time and temperature on the dyeability of samples
irradiated with 30 Mrad dose of 450 keV electrons is shown ija Fig.7. The
data indicate similar trends as observed for the dyed fission fragments
(see Figs. 1 and 2 ) , A more interesting result, the "dyeing response" of
Cíí-85 as a function of the electron dose is presented in Fig.8. From this one
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Fig. 8. Optical density of dyed
electron-irradiated CN-85 sheet
when using different doses of
450 keV electron beam.

can conclude that deeply coloured tracks (higher than 1 optioal density) can
toe expected only for those particles which are able to deposit doses over
40 Mrad. One may consider about 20 Mrad as a threshold of dyed track visibil-
ity in CN-85.
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ABSTRACT

It has recently been reported by NajSer, Humar and Ilic (1982) that the
pure gelatine can be used for producing relief images of high-fluence ion-
-beams after a treatment in. water at room temperature for few minutes. The
new methoa is proposed for high-resolution miororadiography of boron in
metals via l°B(n,Ci)7Li reaction. In our present work studies are performed
to understand the phenomenon observed. We have simulated the image formation
by accelerated electron, proton and alpha-particle beams at different f lu-
ences. A narrow fluence region la found in which a highly enhanced dissolu-
tion rate of the irradiated gelatine is induced. We assume;», that when the
fluence exceeds a critical value (tipically 1012-1013 ions'cm""^) the damage
zones of individual tracks cover almost completely the irradiated area,
transforming the irradiated layer into a huge damage zone. In this case the
effective diameter of damage zone around a single track has to be &-e££=

=<j>o~l/^ is (3-10) nm. We have found that the ion-induced image formation
phenomenon observed in gelatine is a more general one and the method may be
extended to almost all the etch-track and non-etch-track forming polymers
and perhaps to insulating silicates. Por example,high-resolution of- micro-
radiographs have been obtained with CR-39, CN-85, PC and PET sheets and
even with hydrate-cellulose known, as a non-track-forming material.

KEYWORDS

Microradiography, relief image, high spatial resolution, ion beams,
radiation damage, latent track, enhanced dissolution, polymers.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of our present work is twofold: i) to show that the devel-
opment of a novel method for high-resolution nufccroradiography is possible
on the base of preferential dissolution of various dielectric solids cov-
ered with overlapping damage zones of nuclear tracks, ii) to present the
main characteristics of the "multi-track autoradiography" by simulating the
image formation with different accelerated nuclear particles»

The development of a high-resolution autoradiographic technique is de-
sirable in many applications. The performance of high-quality images is,
however, limited by various factors. These limits arise mostly from two
sources. One is the finite dimension of the picture-»f orming unit element
(pixel), e.g. the grain size in photographic emulsion or the dimension of
etch-pits in dielectric track detectors, and the second is the statistical
nature of the spatial emission of any particle sources (accelerated beam}
radioactive source) neutron-, or ion-induced nuclear reaction) used in
radiographic works. To overcome these limits such imaging "technique is re-
quired which allows a significant reduction of the pixel dimension and
"shot noise" fluctuation. The latter can obviously be achioved by the use of
a high-fluence beam, i.e. by certain overexposure of the radiograph.



Recently Ilic and co-workers (1980) reported an interesting effect ob-
served in a heavily neutron-irradiated Kodak-maximum resolution plate kept
in contact with a boron-containing steel specimen. It is found that a non-
-photographie latent image of the boron distribution is formed in the gela-
tine of the plate, and this image can be transformed into a well-visible
relief radiograph by soaking the film in pure water. This finding has shown
a possible way of approach to the solution of the above-mentioned problem
of high-re solution autoradiography. The high power of image detail dis-
cernment observed in gelatine (Najzer, Humar and Ilic, 1982) inspired the
Ljubljana and Debrecen track detector groups to make common efforts to
understand this ion-induced image formation phenomenon (Varga, Somogyi and
others, 1983) and to develop a new neutron-induced, high-resolution radio-
graphic technique for mioromapping boron, uranium and gadolinium and for
microneutronography (Loose, Hunyadi and others, 1983).

We have proved that the observed phenomenon is not restricted only to
gelatine but can be extended to several etch-track and non-etoh-track-f orm-
ing dielectric solids as well. Some experimental results and theoretical
considerations concerning this field of research is presented in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

To study the basic characteristics of the phenomenon producing the ion-
-induced relief image, pure gelatine films and various polymer sheets
(CR"39, GN™85, PC, PET, hydrate-cellulose) were subjected to alpha, proton
and electron bombardment in a broad interval of partióle flaenoes. To pro-
vide an aid to the comparison of the dissolution effects on the exposed and
non-exposed areas, a fine metal grid was mounted on the surface of the sam-
ples to be studied. The experimental arrangement for the proton and alpha-
-particle exposures at the Van de Graaff generator of the Institute of Nu-
clear Research in Debrecen is shown in Fig.l. lo produce a complete "radio-
graphic response curve" (radiation effect versus particle fluence) in one
run of irradiation along a stripe of the sample, a special set-up was de-
signed in which we could cover about six orders uf magnitude of fluences
with the help of the Rutherforl scattering of accelerated ions on a thin
target of high atomic number. The electron irradiations were carried, out at
the Cocroft-Walton generator of our Institute in separated runs at each
fluences.

The irradiated samples were immersed into water (or other solvents) for
several minutes and dried. After this treatment the depth differences be -
tween the exposed and unexposed regioris along the samples were measured by
an electronic length measuring gauge mounted on the stage of a research
microscope. The depth could be measured to a precision of 0.1 pin. The nor-
malized residual thickness, r s (to - t)/to! was considered as a measure of
the image-forming radiation effect in the sample, where t is the thickness
of dissolved material layer and to is the total penetration length of the
bombarding ion. Other experimental details see in the paper by Varga et al.
(1983).

RESULTS

The typical shape of the "radiographic response curve" characteristic of
gelatine films is shown in Fig.2. One can see that there is a considerable
difference in the radiation-enhanced dissolution sensitivity observed by us
for the two films of different origin. The gelatine film type I of kO pm
thick made by a Yugoslavian firm shows a more compact structure and lower
sensitivity. The film type II of 10 pm,prepared in our laboratory (5 g ge-
latine dissolved in 250 cnp water at 50°C, poured on a glass plate and so-
lidified), is more sensitive.

Similar radiation response characteristics have also been observed for
Cli-85 and hydrate-cellulose when using water and/or solvants (e.g. ethanol)
for the heavily irradiated surfaces. Sucia examples of observations are
illustrated in Fig. 3 showing the effect of high alpha-particle fluences on
the water dissolution behaviour of CN-85 and hydrate-cellulose films. It is
interesting to note that the first film is known as a material which is able
to form etchable single tracks, but the second one is not an etch-track
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Fig.2. "Radiographic responso
curves" of gelatine films for
3,5 MeV alphas, 2 MeV protons
and O,íf5 MeV electrons.

forming film. Some micrcphotographs
illustrating the appearanoe of
typical relief images under different
conditions are shown in Fig.'f. We have
also succeeded in revealing relief
images in CR-»39| PC and PET shoots,
applying a short treatment in diluted
basic solutions.
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Fig.k. Relief images dissolved by water in various solidsj a) gelatine,boron
distribution in steel via l°B(n,a) reaction (22°C water, 30 min.),
b) CN-85, grid imaging by 3.5 MeV a-beam (5O°C water, 20 min.),
o) hvdrate-cellulose, grid imaging by 3.5 MeV Cf-beam (5O°C water, 20 miia.
+Methylene-blue) •

DISCUSSION AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

From our present results it is obvious that i) the phenomenon found by
Ilié et al (l98O) in gelatine is a psreferential ion-induced dissolution over
a critical fluence and ii) it should be a more general process which may be
observed in almost all the insulating materials (in polymers and perhaps
even in glasses and minerals). Consequently, the field, of its application
to high-resolution radiography via certain nuclear processes should also bo
quite broad. Such possibilities found by us are presented in another contri-
bution at this conference (see Loose, Hunyadi and others, 1983). Here, we
try only to analyse the shape of experimental response curves and to give a
possible explanation of the phenomenon observed.

We have found that the shape of response curves can be excellently
described by the relation
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whore 0o.5 i s tllQ half-thickness fluegoe, n=]f'4Jn3/f nlO = l«9jf, and }f, the
slope of*tho curve at 0 = po>^,is

 a measure of the contrast ratio of relief
images. This ratio can be expressed by the relation

IT = [> « 0o#9/iog Jio.J"
1 (2>

where 0 Q o and 0o.i doiiobe the particle fluences required, to get 90$ and 10$
residual' thickness of the penetration depth of the bombarding particles in a
¿vivoa. material. For all tho cases studied! the contrast ratio is found to
bo in tho Interval of 1.7-3.3. The corresponding 00.9/00.1 Values run from
h to 2.

Some rosponso curves calculated by the relation (l) at different oont-
trast ratios are shown in Fig.5t One can
see the following main characteristics:
i) at low fluenoes there is no observable
dissolution effect, then appears a very
low dissolution rate varying slowly with
the increase of fluence, ii) over 0o,9
abruptly a very steep variation in the
dissolution of the irradiated region can
be observed, iii) finally the effect
roaches a saturation over a orifaioal flu-
ence of about 0C= 0o,l=(

2-iO0O.9»
Hure the question arises what a phe-

nomenon can be responsible for the abrupt
appearance of such a greatly enhanced dis-
solution effect between 00,9 an(l 00.1
which results in a very high spatial reso-
lution of the observed relief images. The

degree of ion-beam modification (M) of a polymer may depend i) on the dose
(D) deposited by the ions in the bombarded area ii) on the efficiency of
radiation chemical transformations (G—value) and iii) on the rate of pref-
erential solubility (s) induced by unit chemical transformation. Finally
tho resulting effect is M = D«G'S where D = D-̂ P = Bjpdfitr/k. Here 0 is the
number of impinging ions on a unit area, d is connected to the diameter of
a cylindrical damage zone around the latent track where most of the single
particle dose D-̂  Is practically concentrated,and P is the nominal probabil-
ity of aroal cover by such cylindrical unit cells of the latent tracks.

TABLE 1 Probability of the ooourence of single, double and multiple
track configurations at different nominal (P) and effective (Pgff) probabil-

* . Muence

Fig.5. "Racllograplxio response
curvos" calculated by l£q. (l)
at difforent contrast ratios,
y , assuming 0Oi^=l.

i t y

p
Pfi
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of areal cover.
0 • d^TT/4

,= l-exp(-P)
: exp(-4P)

P2 Ü 4p.exp(-5.645P)
P n - '3 = X - P 1" P 2

0 . 1

0.095
0.67
0.23
0.10

0.18
0.165
0.49
0.26

0.25

0.78«= 1T/4
0.54
0.043

0.037
0.92

1

0.63
0.018
o.oi4

0.97

2

0.86
0.00
0u00

0.99
36 2

in this case 0-d = lj 0 = track fluence, d= effective diameter of single
damage zone s

We assume that the abruptly enhanced material dissolution may appear in
a range of ion fluences where the percentage cover of the exposed area by
the damage zones of numerous single tracks becomes significant and the
percentage overlap of these zones starts to grow to a great extent. We have
tried to predict the region of the appearance of such effect by using the
relations by Riedel and Spohr (l98l) and Somogyi and Dajkó (198O) for de-
scribing the coincidence of statistically distributed circular damage areas
(d21T/4) as a function of their areal densities (0). The resulting probabil-
ities for finding single-hit (P^), double-hit (Pg) and multi-hit (P n aj) dam-
ages are shown in Table 1 at few typical Values of the nominal probability of
areal cover,P. One can see that the probability of the occurence of parti-
ally overlapping multiple track configurations is abruptly increasing over



1J=O.1S, then it practically reaches a saturation (9^>) at about P =V/k val-
ue. We noto that in the latter case the ¡¿¿d^sl condition is oxnotly sat-
isfied, The $o critical fluonoo defined by this relation can bo considered
as a minimum fluoneo fui1 correct exposure, in the high-i'G solution radiograph};
It is in bo ros tint; to nofco that tho $cd

2= 1 condition represents the idoal
caso of a completely full array of equidistant touching dajtiago zones. Taking
into con.siclorat.iou tho typical oxperimontal valuos of 0Q= lü-*—-Xül3 ions/cm1-,
one can find that the effective damage of light ions in polymers has t,u bo
restricted to a nono of about 3—1^ nm in diameter. Assuming that î o,° 3-s a';

P=;O,1S and ^o.l a t I1=0.78 wo can Get a valuo of 1.6 for the contrast'ratio
( f) 3-n roo sonable agroomont -with bho typical observa Lions,

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that a vory high resolution radiography can bo por-
formed in gola tino and In several o ton-track and non-o toll-track forming'
polymers over o critical high valuo of partiólo fluonoo. Wo liavo shown thaL
tho appearanco of such imago-forming phenomenon (abrupt enhanced dissolution)
can bo explained by n multi-hit damage process. Our studios strongly suggest
that tho presented pJionomonon should be a vorj' general one and its i'adxo —
graphic application may bo extended to all tho dioloctrlc solids including
even silicates. The existence of such a. proforontinl dissolution of ion-
-implantod soda-lime glass in saline solution has alroady boon demonstrated
vory recently by Lauford and Uunuan (lyS3)
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ABSTRACT

Recently, a new method for electrochemical etching of fission and alpha-
-tracks in thin aluminized plastic detectors was proposed by Tommasinc et al,
(1982 a,b). By using the new ECE-raethod, the electric-tree-induced perforations
through-nuclear tracks in plastic foils are non-shorting with aluminium at pos-
itive polarity, due to an isulating anodic oxid formation. Therefore, a fast
dissolution of the aluminium layer by basic electrolyte can be avoided. We have
studied the main trends of the growth of mean diameter of spots dissolved around
fission tracks in aluminized PET foils as a function of the strength of electric
field, frequency of voltage and time of etching in 30% KOH, with using both DC
and AC voltages and without using field. It is proved that the electric field
greatly enhances the rate of etching along the tracks. With irradiation under
vacuum a considerable delay in spot appearance is observed. This effect can be
partially reduced by using a regeneration period in air after irradiation. The
spot diameter distribution obtained by the new ECE-method can be described by
the sum of two curves of lognormal distribution, corresponding to the light
and heavy fission tracks.

KEYWORDS

Nuclear track detector; new electrochemical etching; aluminized polyester;
track- and tree-induced foil perforation; anodic oxidation; fission fragments.

INTRODUCTION

A method based on etched-through tracks in a thin aluminized detector foil
for enlarging tracks and improving the counting condition was first suggested
by Fleischer et al (1966). Here the detector is kept in a two-compartment de-
vice and the foil is etched through along the tracks from the non-aluminized
side. After perforation, the reaction taking place between the aluminium and
the penetrating etching reagent results in a bright, aluminium-free area (hence-
forth spot) surrounding the track holes. A modified, improved version of such
a track enlarging method is proposed recently by Tommasino et al (1982a,b),
which overcomes certain limitations of the former one. The method, called new
electrochemical etching (henceforth NECE), makes use of low DC or AC voltages
during the etching process. An important novelty of the NECE is that the track-
-induced perforations in the thin foil are non-shorting due to the formation
of a ring-shaped aluminium oxide layer around the end of track channels.

The aim of our present work is to study the behaviour of spot growth in
the NECE technique under various experimental conditions. Such studies should
be useful from both practical and theoretical aspects. Here, the spot over-
lapping may be considerably reduced, and even short-range particles (shorter
than foil thickness) may be registered with large size when using the NECE with
AC voltage. It is also hoped that such studies may help the understanding of
the already complex problem of the normal ECE process.



EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental apparatus used in our studies is practically the same as
developed for our normal ECE studies (Somogyi, 1977). As detector, a 10 ym
thick jolvgster (PET) foil is applied. The irradiated foil is mounted on the
circular-opening of the etching vessel in such a way that the alumimzed surface
be in contact with the air and with a power supply of variable voltage (max
50 Volt). The inner compartment of the vessel is then filled up with the etchsnt
electrolyte (30% KOH) and kept at room temperature.

For the sake of simplicity, our systematic studies were carried out with the
tracks of fission fragments originating from a 252Cf source. The irradiations
were mostly performed in air in 2TT-geometry. In some cases, however, collimated
beams in an evacuated chamber were also used (e.g. in case of Fig, 6).
After completing the NECE, the diameters of bright spots around the track end-
ings were measured under a projection microscope with about 1 um precision and
their distribution and mean value were determined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At given moments during the NECE process, the thin PET foil is perforated
along the individual tracks and the basic etchant starts to form aluminium
oxide rim around each of them. This self-healing process starts to reduce the
rate of etchant penetration to the unattacked aluminium layers. Consequently,
the appearance of a saturation in the growth of spot sizes can be expected. It
is also obvious that the spot sizes will be not identical for_different tracks
as the "retardation time" of spot formation (spot induction time) should be
dependent on the length of track portions intersecting the thin detector. There-
fore, in a thin detector irradiated in 2it-geometry, the spot size should have
a given spread due to the angle-dependent length of track portions. In our first
experiments these questions were studied. Both the visual observations (Fig. la)
and spot-size measurements (Fig.lb) indicated that spots do really display a
relatively broad size spectrum, but surprisingly with two peaks possessing
lognormal distorbution, in which the number of spots is about the same. We have
found that these two peaks appear always in the spot diameter distribution in-
dependently on the angle of irradiation (practically between 9O-H5°C for our
10 um thick foil) under the used experimental conditions. (We note here that
in these latter experiments we eliminated the so-called "vacuum effect" dis-
cussed at the end of the section.) These results strongly suggest that the two
peaks should correspond to the tracks of heavy and light fission fragments. In
addition, this finding indicates that the spot inductions and formation time
in the NECE technique should be fairly sensitive to the variation of radiation
damages to make the development of a new particle identification technique
possible.

fission fragments
10 (im PET
30%K0H.25°C,5h
5kV/cm , 2 kHz

1 10 100
spot diameter [pm]

a) Microphotograph of bright spots developed
around fission tracks by NECE and b) a typical spot
diameter distribution in an irradiation of 27r-geometry.

In a second set of experiments we have studied the characteristics of the
variation of mean spot diameter as a function of the duration of etching in
different electric fields. Each poir. t of these curves was obtained from the
mean value of the spot diameters observed at the tip of 100 individual tracks.
The results, shown in Fig.2 clearly indicate the large differences between the



effects originating from the AC, DC and "no field" conditions. In these cases
the spot growth starts after different induction times, corresponding to the
different penetrability of the etchant into the track portions crossing the
detector. The most stricking etch-rate enhancement effect is produced by the
use of AC voltage. The smallest saturation spot diameters can be obtained with
DC voltage which should have of practical importance in case of higher track
densities to reduce the overlap of tracks.

We have tried to measure the etch-rate enhancement directly along the fission
tracks in a thickeV (100 ym) PET foil. For this purpose, an irradiated foil was
cut for two pieces, and one of them was etched in a normal ECE device by using
relatively low field strength (20 kV/cm) while the second piece with using no
field. We have measured the mean length of such tracks (9£30° to the surface)
which could not form "discharge-spots" under our experimental conditions. The
results shown in Fig.3 clearly indicate a considerable enhancement of the track
etch-rate even for the very obliquely entering particles. This enhancement
should be induced by the highly inhomogeneous electric field in the very thin
and pointed channels of the etched tracks, and consequently the effect should
increase toward right angla. Finally, one can conclude that the rate of etchant
penetration should be dominantly governed by the dielectrophoretic force in-
duced by the high and very inhomogeneous field (Pohl, 1958), as we had proposed
earlier for a very similar etching condition (Somogyi and Almási, 1982).
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Fig.5. Dependence of the mean
spot diameter on the strength
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In order to get additional data on the self-healing phenomenon we have ex-
amined the effect of the main electric parameters (frequency, field strength)
on the spot development. Some preliminary results obtained are presented in
Figs. 4 and 5. The data in Fig. 4. show that at higher frequences thte self-
-healing is more effective, that is the insulating and non-etchable aluminium
oxide layer grows faster. It may be noted that this conclusion seems to be in-
consistent with the results shown in Fig. 5. where the effect of the change of
field strength is demonstrated at particular set of parameters. In Fig. S the
self-healing seems to be more effective at low frequency (more exactly at DC



where the frequency is zero). This contradiction can be resolved by the as-
sumption of the existence of a maximum on the curve in Fig. 4 below 1 kHz.. As
a result it has become clear that it is worth extending the studies to the
low-frequency region as well. From Fig. 5 it can also be concluded that the
spot growth displays a saturation effect and the spot diameter is hardly sen-
sitive for the variation of field strength above a particular value (S2 kV/cm).

Finally, we should pay some sen1*-
tences to the strong "vacuum effect"
observed in some of our experiments
related to NECE. We have found that, in
agreement with the statement reported
in an early work by Monnin (1968), a
considerable delay emerges in the for-
mation of etched tracks, and consequently

S- \ y Ü55""1 Lr°?™nts in the spot growth too, if the irradia-
tion of PET foil by fission fragments
is carried out in a vacuum chamber. Our
studies have proved that the effect is
reversible (see Fig 6). The storage
time required for almost full regenera-
tion, however, is very long (two weeks
for our foil). This effect should be
related to the presence or absence of
oxygen in the damage zone.
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y
,——•"
fission fragments
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Pig.6. Spot diameter as a function
of the storage time elapsed between
the irradiation and etching for
different irradiation conditions.
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ABSTRACT

To manufacture a good-qua l i t y , uniform CR-39 t r ack d e t e c t o r , the polymerization
r a t e should be chosen below a c r i t i c a l value to avoid the development of un-
desirable thermal gradients and internal temperature fluctuations in the sheet
being cast. To improve curing cycles, especially for thick CR-39 sheets, a
computer programme was developed by which we could study the trends of thermal
effects under different casting conditions. Our calculations are based on the
solution of the one dimensional heat transport equation, taking into account
the relations proposed by Dial et al (195 5) for describing the chemical kinetics
of CR-39 polymerization. We have revised the empirical parameters available to
such calculations. With new "Dial constants" we have calculated the critical
ini t ia l bath temperature (which results in thermal runaway at the central plane
of the sheet being cast) as a function of the CR-39 thickness and IPP initiator
concentration. Rasults are also presented for the temperature profile developing
in the depth of cast CR-39 sheets.

KEYWORDS

CR-39 plastic; polymerization; thermal effects; track detector.

INTRODUCTION

The heat release in the polymerization of CR-39 is extremely high («130
kJ/mole), especially at the beginning of curing process. Therefore, if the
initial curing temperature is too high, the thermal gradients evolved in the
monomer might give rise to non-uniform polymerization, consequently to non-
-uniform track response in the depth of cast sheet. In extreme cases, this
effect is so high that the shock due to the "thermal runaway" of polymerization
is able to shatter the glass molds.

In commercial grade CR-39 products we encounter frequently the problem of
non-reproducibility and non-uniformity in both track and bulk etching responses
in depth and even from sheet to sheet. This presents serious difficulties in
several applications of CR-39 as nuclear track detector. Therefore, to learn
the correct rules of the production of uniform detector material, studies con-
cerning the behaviour of internal temperature excursions should have of funda-
mental importance.

Although few works have been reported on the problem of heat release and
transfer during manufacture of CR-39 (Fowler et al, 1980; Adams, 1982; Somogyi,
1982; Turner et al, 1982), to date there has been no systematic, quantitative
study published on the dependence of critical initial and internal ŝ ieet tem-
peratures on the main polymerization parameters. In the literature, only
illustrative examples have been published on the thermal runaway as a poten-
tial source of track response variations with depth in the cast sheet (Fowler
et dl, 1980; Turner et al, 1982).

Taking into account the chemical kinetics of CR-39 polymerization
described first by Dial and others (1955) and a theoretical consideration



concerning the heat release and thermal conductivity in a slab-shaped ^"'-39,
we have developed a computer programme to calculate the main trends of "he
variation of internal CR-39 temperature. By this programme our original aim
was to device proper external (bath) temperature versus curing time cycles
that maintain small temperature gradient in the sheet (Somogyi, 1982). Simul-
taneously, similar efforts have been made by Turner and coworkers (1982) and
Adams (1982).

In this work we present some results of our calculations to show some
typical effects due to the high heat release during polymerization. The fol-
lowing relationships are considered: critical initial bath temperature, T o c,
(which results in thermal runaway at the centre of the sheet being cast) as a
function of the IPP initiator concentration (c) and sheet thickness (h); depen-
dence of the internal CR-39 temperature, r"h/2 (which is evolved at the centre
of the sheet), on curing time (t); and the variation of sheet temperature (T)
with depth at different curing times.

PRINCIPLE OF CALCULATION

To study the internal temperature effects during CR-39 polymerization we
have taken into consideration i) the characteristics of the chemical kinetics
and ii) that of the production of heat and its transfer by thermal diffusion.

i) According to the results of Dial and others (1955), the rate of CR-39
polymerization and the change of monomer and initiator concentration during
the curing process can be described by the equations

1/9

-am/at = m c ¿Z3exp(-E3/RT), (1)
3m/3c = Z1exp(-E1/RT) (2)

where m and £ are the monomer and initiator (IPP) concentrations normalized to
their initial values, T is the temperature of CR-39 after t curing time, and
Z]_,Z3,E]_,E3 are constants fitted by Dial et al (1955) to experimental data.

After a revision of the original value of "Dial constants" (Z.. =0.043, Z,=
18 1

= 3.51-1OJ- h , E^-H.Ul Kcal/mol, E3=29.O5 Kcal/mol) we have found that, by
using R=8.3O J/mol-K value, best fit to Dial's results can be actually obtained
by the following new set of data: Zi=0.044, Z3 = l. 75 -lO^h-1, E x = -4.32 Kcal/mol
and E3=28.55 Kcal/mol. In our calculations we have used the above constants

with the exception of the value of
E3, for which 28 and 29 Kcal/mol were
chosen to show the influence of the
accuracy of its measured value on the
calculated thermal characteristics
(see later). These constants and all
the other parameters used in our cal-
culations are summarized in Table 1
in terms of Si-units.

ii) Considering a large CR-39
plate of h thickness, in which Q heat
of polymerization is produced, the
differential equation describing the
T(x,t) temperature distribution in a
given x depth under the plate surface
at t curing time, can be given by the
one dimensional heat transport equation

TABLE 1 Summary of the data, related to
CR-39 properties, used in our calculations.

Thermal conductivity for
monomer
polymer

Sp.- : i f i c heat for
monomer
polymer

Specific density C2O/4°C)
monomer
polymer

Molecular weight
Diffusion coefficient D=X¿
Molar gas constant
"Dial constants"

(for using IPP)

Heat of polymerization Q=(l

Xm

cm
e p

"m

»p
H

R

Z l
Z 3
E l
E 3

: t*E2)/

= 1.01(5-10"3J/(cm.K-s)
= 2.09 -10"3J/(cm-K.s)

= 1.21 J/g-K
= 2.3 j/g-K

= 1.113 g/cm3

= 1.32 g/cm3

= 2 71.3 g/mol
n)= 7.52-Kf" emZ/s

=8.30 J/mol-K
= 0.011
= 1.86-1O14 s"1

= - 16.1 kJ/mol
= 121.2 kJ/mol

(or 117.0 kJ/mol)
H= 103.1 KJ/mol

(or 98.9 kJ/mol)

s D If (3)
where D and cm are defined in Table 1.

For the solution of such type of differential equation, taking into account
equations (1) and (2) also, only numerical methods are known. To get the T(x,t)
runction under given boundary conditions (sheet thickness, initial bath tempera-
ture, initiator concentration) we have adopted ti - calculation procedure des-
cribed by Meis and Marcowitz (1981). The progrc rue Wds run at a PDP-11/40
computer.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a first task we have made calculations concerning the influence of
initiator concentration on the condition of appearance of thermal runaway at
various CR-39 thicknesses. As Fig.l shows, the critical initial temperature of
water bath (in which the mold is immersed during the curing process) is a
slowly decreasing function of the increasing IPP concentration. A much more
pronounced effect is produced by the increase of the thickness of the sheet to
be cast. According to our calculations, using the parameters in Table 1, the
thermal runaway can appear even at room temperature for thicker sheets (see
Fig.2). Practical experiences have shown that this phenomenon actually starts

E3-;aiicul/n«|
CR-39 IKeknrs

hCcm]

—0.05
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- - 0 . 8
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- 2 » kral/mol

2 < 6 1 » 12 It
c . IPP concentration [%]

(12 tu 0.6
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Fig.2. Variation of critical bath
temperature with CR-39 thickness
at different initiator concentra-
tions, using different E3 values
in the calculations. (See note in
Fig.l.)

Fig;l. Variation of critical bath
temperature (resulting in thermal
runaway) with initiator concen-
tration for different CR-39 thick-
nesses being cast. Note: the para-
meters used in the calculations,
and not indicated in the Figure,
are summarized in Table 1.

to appear only at a curing temperature over 4O°C for sheets thicker than 8 mm.
We have tried to change the value of E3 in our calculations to find a better
agreement with the observations. It was found that a 4% increase in E3 (using
29, instead of 28 Kcal/mol) can give rise to a 1O°C increase in T o c (see the
dotted lines in Fig.2). This finding clearly indicates that much more accu-
rate determination of the "Dial constants" is required, as certain calculations
might be extremely sensitve even for small alterations of the parameters of
calculation. It is interesting to note that with a further increase of the value
of E3 the calculated TOc values show a maximum, then at about E3 = 34 Kcal/mol
the results become similar to those represented by the solid lines in Fig.2.
A reasonable agreement with the observations might be obtained with a value
of about 30.5-31 Kcal/mol.
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Fig.3. Calculated curves showing
the internal CR-39 temperature as
a function of curing time at dif-
ferent ini t ial bath temperatures
for a "thin" sheet. (See note in
Fig.l.)
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Fig.4. Internal CR-39 temperature
curing time plots at different in-
i t i a l bath temperatures for a "thick1

sheet, using different E3 values
in the calculations. (See note in
Fig.l.)
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Fig.5. Calculated curves showing
the variation of internal CR-39
temperature with depth in a "thick"
sheet at different curing tiiires,
when the bath temperature is just
below the critical one (Toc-To=
=0.1°C). (See note in Fig.l.)

In spite of keeping the To bath tem-
perature at a constant value at the begin-
ning of curing cycle, inside the sheet
somewhat higher temperature will occur. To
manufacture a uniform detector material,
the initial curing temperature should .be
kept sufficiently low to have only 1-2°C
temperature gradient between the surface
and central plane of the sheet. To device
such a cycle, the dependence of internal
CR-39 temperature, Tn/2 (at half sheet
thickness), on the caring time is required
at different initial (bath) temperatures.
In Fig.s. 3 and 4 such calculated curves are
presented for a "thin" and a "thick" sheet.
As can be seen the thermal runaway appears
very suddenly in a relatively narrow inter-
val of the initial temperature in agreement
with the experimental observations (Turner
et al. 1982). In Fig.4 we also illustrate,
as in Fig.2, the effect of the change of
the value of E3 on the position of calculated

curves.
Finally, we have studied the theoretically excepted shape of the depth

dependence of internal temepratures around the central plane of a thick CR-39
sheet. An example of such calculations is shown in Fig.5. Although the value
of E3 parameter used here is not realistic, the curves well illustrate the
appearance of a steep thermal gradient (and consequently a ver1) non-uniform
track response) in the depth under a curing condition which is not far from
a thermal runaway.

CONCLUSION

Our calculations using revised "Dial constants" have shown that the heat
production and transfer during CR-39 polymerization can be described more
correctly with assuming a polymerization heat higher than the usual one quoted
in the literature. In addition, we have pointed out that the IPP concentration
is not, but the thickness of the sheet is very determining factor in choosing
the permissible initial curing temperatures for production of uniform CR-39
track detectors.
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ABSTRACT

Neutron-induced autoradiography utilizing formation of a dyed and/ or relief image in polymers
was developed. The method is based on the detection of neutron-induced charged particles, via
(n,p), (n,6). (n,f) reactions and those neutron capture pr<vsesses leading to internal conver-
sion and/or 0-decay. Irradiated polymers are treated in water vntaining an organic dye or in pu-
re water for a few minutes to obtain a dyed and/or relief image, respectively. The fluenoe oí'
charged particles required to produce a dyed image is between lO^— lO-^ cm"' which is one or-
der of magnitude less than that for a relief image. Various procedures based on utilization of
optical and electron microscopy for contrast enhancement were developed. The techniques were
applied to image boron, uranium and gadolinium in solids. Samples were irradiated in the core
of a nuclear reactor. The required thermal neutron fluence was between lO1^- 101(> cm"2.

KEYWORDS

Autoradiogi'aphy; boron; dyed image; gadolinium; gelatine; image processing; polymers; relief
image; solid state nuclear track detectors; uranium.

INTRODUCTION

Generally, formation of a Neutron-Induced Autoradiographic (NIA) image in polymers is associ-
ated with chemical etching of latent tracks (Fowler and Clapham,1982 ). Previously we have re-
ported a new NIA technique using pure gelatine as an image detection material (Ilic and others,
1980; Na.izer, Humar and Ilic, 1982). It was found that the latent image created at a high flu-
ence of 10B(n,a) reaction products of -1012 cm™2 can be transformed to a visible negative re-
lief image upon soaking the irradiated gelatine layer in pure water and subsequent drying in
air. We have continued our studies and recently found that a stable negative relief image on
gelatine can also be obtained by electrons and protons (Varga and others, 1983). Our most re-
cent studies showed that this image formation phenomenon is more general and was found in
some other etch-track and non-etch-track polymers (Somogyi and co-workers, 1983). The mecha-
nism of the relief image formation, its theoretical description and the exposure characteris-
tics of various polymers to different charged particles are given in an accompanying paper at
the present Conference (Somogyi and co-workers, 1983).

In the course of this study, we substituted for water an organic dye such as methylene blue,
and observed that a dyed image is formed at a fluence which is lower by approximately "one order
of magnitude than that required for a relief image. On the basis of these phenomena, new NIA
techniques are proposed and described in the present work. The applicability of the technique
for the determination of boron, uranium and gadolinium using gelatine and hydrate cellulose is
investigated. Suggestions are made for further development of the techniques for"imaging iso-
topes having high cross sections for (n,p), (n,a), (n,f) or (nj) reactions.



EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Gelatine 40 ¡im thick, backed on a 100 urn thick polyester base (produced by Fotokeraika, Zagreb,
Yugoslavia), and hydrate cellulose (Elwiphan PT, German Democratic Republic), 30 fJm thick, were
used as image detection materials.

The response to neutron-induced charged particle was measured by the irradiation of thin samples
of boron, gadolinium and uranium which were placed in close contact with the irradiated poly-
mers. For this purpose a 100 urn thick Li2B¡|07 layer, a 25 pm thick Gd-foil and a 93% enriched
uranium fission foil were used.

Carbon steel castings containing 0.01 - 1.5 wt% of boron anri UOj - GdgOg pellets containing
ű - 10 wt% of Gd203 where used to illustrate the applicability of the techniques for imaging
of boron in metals and characterization of nuclear fuel, respectively.

Irradiation and Image Processing

All the irradiations in NIA experiments were performed in the core of the TRIGA Mark II reactor
at the "J. Stefan" Institute, Ljubljana using aluminium pre ssure type cassettes. The thermal
neutron flux was ~4xlO*2 cm^s"-1- and the gold Cd ratio about 'I. For the measurement of res-
ponse to monuenergetic alpha-particles and protons, che 5 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator of the
Institute of Nuclear Research in Debrecen was used. The experimental arrangement is described
in an accompyning paper (Somogyi and co-workers, 1983).

A stable relief image was obtained by soaking the irradiated polymer in H2O for several minutes.
For a dyed image, the water contained 0.1 wt% of methylene blue.

The optical density of the dyed image of accelerated ions was measured by a microphotometer at
a magnification of 100 and a scanning beam diameter of 5.1 urn. The optical density of neutron-
-induced autoradiographs was measured by a microphotometer using 2 x 0.0& ram scanning beam. The
depth difference between the irradiated and unirradiated region was measured by a TESATRONlC
electronic length measuring apparatus.In addition to an optical microscope, a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) were used for relief image evalua-
tion. In SEM experiments, a 150 A thick layer of gold was evaporated onto the developed poly-
raer and the picture was taken at an angle of 15°. The operating voltage was 5 kV. Fór TEM exa-
mination, a graphite replica after evaporation at - 60° was taken. The operating voltage was
100 kV at a current of 1 A.

RESULTS

Response function

The response of the detector is expresfed by two quantities: i) the optical density, D, and
ii) the normalized residual thickness, r=(R-t)/R, where t is the thickness of the dissolved ma-
terial layer and R is the range of the particles.

The optical density vs fluence, í^, of alpha particles (Ea =3-5 MeV) for cellulosVyiydrate
is given in Fig. 1. From this figure it can be seen that first a dyed image is formed at á
fluence of about 10 1 1 cm"2. The optical density increases with increasing fluence up to
2xlO12 cm"2 which is the threshold value for the formation of a relief image. Due to the dis-
solution of detector material, the optical density steeply decreases at higher fluences and
reaches a stable value at a fluence of about ^xlO*2 cm"2 when the removed layer thickness is
equal to the range of the alpha particles.

Similar response functions were found for 1.6 MeV orotons, B(n,ct) and U(n,f) reaction pro-
ducts and internal conversion electrons from neutr capture in gadolinium. Examples of obser-
vations are given in Figs. 2 and 3 obtained by intet il conversion electrons due to neutron
capture in gadolinium and fission fragments, respecti-/elly. Most of the internal conversion
electrons from 157Gd(n,y) reaction have an energy of about 70 keV (Harms and McCor'mack, 1971).
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From the results presented in Fig. 3 it can be
seen that a high contrast of dyed image can be
achieved by heavy ions. Only a few words can
be said about the mechanism of the formation
of the dyed image. It seems that dyed image
formation is a consequence of the preferential
diffusion of the dye in the irradiated area beca-
use the channels between the broken chain are
filled in with the dye after drying.

Fig. 1. Optical density,D, and residual foil
thickness,r,vs fluence of a-particles , $
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Fig. 3. Optical density,D,vs fluences of
fission fragments, $-.

Fig. 2. Optical density,D, and residual foil
thickness,r,vs neutron fluence,
gelatine-Gd foil combination
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Applications

NIA based on relief and dyed image formation in polymers has potential for applications in se-
veral important technological and scientific areas. The nuclear properties of some isotopes
which have high cross section for thermal neutron and which could be mapped by these techni-
ques are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Characteristics of Some Elements which could be Mapped by Thermal Heutron-Induced

Element

He
Li
B
Rh
Ag
In
Sm
Gd
Dy
Au
U

Reaction

?He(n,p)̂ H
Ai(n,a)3

ln,B (n,O)nLi
^ > ( n v ) l 0 1 R h

Ts2InK

l61?dH
2^Au(n,'

') Ag
,)116mIn
'íícoSm
''fi Gd
>) m D y
') Au

235U(n,rt

AutoradioRraphy

Abundance

%

0.0011
7.7
19.5

100
18.7
95.7
26.6
15.7
28.1
100
0.7

Cross
section
(b)

5327
910
3837
111
110
151
210

210000
2000
98.8
580

Half
life

stable
stable
stable
13 s
21.5 s
51 min
16.7 h
stable
1.26 min
2.69 d

Energy of charged
particles

(MsV)

p, 0.578; ^H, 0.186
a
a
8"
(?•
8"
V

ICe"

Q-
Q-

2.05 ; 3H, 2.71
1.18 ;7Li, 0.81
2.11 (max)
2.87 (max)
1.0 (max)
0.8 (max)
0.07 (main)
1.01 (max)
0.962(max)

We found that various techniques of contrast enhancement of a relief image can be employed to
produce high quality autoradiographs. These techniques are based on: i)dyeing the polymers with
organic dye and viewing under transmitted light of an optical microscope, ii) evaporation of
opaque substances and viewing under reflected light, iii) illumination under a given angle of
incidence and observation of diffuse reflected light, iv) combination of dissolution of irra-



Fig. 4, Neutron-induced boron aut oradiograph of steel castings (0.5 wt%B,l wt%C), a) track-
-etch method CA-8015, b) gelatine dyed image, c) gelatine relief image after evaporation
of 600 8 thick Al, d) gelatine relief image in combination with SEM.

diated gelatine with photographic process using
an X-ray film and viewing under reflected light
and v) utilization of electron microscopy (SEM
and TEM).

Feasibily of the new technique and i ts superio-
rity over track-etch detectors is illustrated
on autoradiographs of boron in steel shown in
Fig. 1). Neutron fluence was 3X1011 cm"2 and
l.ilxlO15 cm"2 in the case of track-etch and the
new technique respectively. Boron is concentra-
ted in the interdendritic regions of crystal
grains, dark areas (Fig. ¡Ja ). Small boron free
crystals can be clearly observed in the autora-
diographs taken with gelatine (Fig. 'tb.c.d) due
fco fche w h r e s o l v i r o f t h i s t e c h n i q u e .

Fig. 5 . Micros t ruc ture of U02-Gd203 (10 wt%)
p e l l e t , a) op t ica l micrograph, b) neutron-
-induced autoradiograph.

The applicabil i ty of the new technique for the characterization of nuclear fuel is i l lus t ra ted
in Fig. 5,where the microstructure of U2O3-Gd2O:j nuclear fuel pel le t can be seen. White areas
in the micrograph (Fig. 5a) correspond to (U,Gd)O2 matrix. Pore s tructure (dark spots) of a s in-
tered sample can also be seen. A dyed image autoradiograph obtained at neutron fluence of
l.'txlO -* cm" , (Fig. 5b),shows that dark areas in Fig. 5a correspond to crystal grains where con-
centration of uranium is much lower in comparison with (U, Gd)02 matrix.

CONCLUSIONS

MIA u t i l i z i n g formation of dyed and/or r e l i e f image in polymers was developed. Comparison with
techniques based on a p p l i c a t i o n of t r ack -e t ch d e t e c t o r s and X-ray f i lms showed following advan-
tages : i ) i t i s more u n i v e r s a l , i so toper which have high cross sec t ion for ( n , p ) , (n ,a ) and
(n,f ) r e a c t i o n s as well as (n,jO reac t ions followed by i n t e r n a l conversion or |} -decay can be
mapped, i i ) it is practically insensitive to y-rays, i i i ) i t is selective. Response depends on
the type and energy of particles and the detector material, iv) it has much better spatial reso-
lution and detail discernment, and v) various techniques can be used to improve image quality.
It requires a few orders of magnitude higher neutrons fluences which are, however, easily achi-
evable even in small nuclear reactors. It seems that the new technique is superior.

th Int.Conf.Solid Statn Nuclear Track
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ABSTRACT

In nuclear reaction studies a differentiation of the reaction products according
to their type and energy is generally required. At right angle of incidence a
particle identification method based on the relation between the track diame-
ter and particle energy can be well applied to plastic track detectors of low
registration sensitivity. We have tried to extend this "track-diameter method"
to the high-sensitivity CR-39 sheets by selecting special incident angles for
particle detection. The utility of such a measuring procedure, called "track-
-size method", is presented for alpha and proton spectroscopy. A theory is de-
veloped to calculate at arbitrary angles the main parameters affecting the en-
ergy resolving power of the "track-size method", namely the critical layer
thickness (which has to be removed from the detector surface for track-induction)
and the depth and minor axis of etch-pits.

KEYWORDS

Nuclear spectroscopy; CR-39 detector; etch-tracks; etch-pit formation theory;
evolution of minor track axis, energy resolution.

INTRODUCTION

Solid-state nuclear track detectors have been increasingly used in numerous
fields related to nuclear physics. Extensive work has also been carried out on
determining the response characteristics of such detectors as nuclear spectro-
meters. In nuclear reaction studies an identification of reaction products ac-
cording to their type and energy is frequently required. For normally incident
particles, energy-dispersive track-diameter methods have already become useful
scientific tools (Somogyi and Szalay, 1973; Somogyi et al, 1977; Balcázar-Garcia
and Cuauhtécatl, 1982; Price, 1982). The method provides sufficiently good, or
sometimes excellent resolution, especially for lightly ionizing nuclei.

For alpha-particle spectroscopy, plastic track detectors of low registration
sensitivity (e.g. Makrofol-E) have proved to be the most advantageous (Somogyi
et al, 1977). We have tried to extend this "track-diameter method" to the high-
sensitivity CR-39 as well. Here, however, the usual irradiation geometry with
normally incident particles have not resulted in reasonable resolution, even
not for protons, but we have obtained excellently high resolution at selected
angles of the incoming particles. In this paper, the theoretical background of
this extended diameter method, called "track-size" (or minor-axis) method, is
considered. We present briefly the basic relations neccessary to predict the
most important features of such type of nuclear track spectroscopy. By using
the theoretical basis of etch-pit evolution (Somogyi, 1980), a calculation pro-
cedure is presented to estimate the resolving power of the new method.

Finally some typical results calculated by the above procedure are shown for
two different CR-39 sheets (MA-ND and Homalite) manufactured by the Hungarian
Optical Works and the Homalite Ltd. We note that the MA-ND (MOM-ATOMKI Nuclear
Detector) is especially produced, high-sensitivity detector.



THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Critical layer removal (hc). For a constant V=VT/VJJ etch-rate ratio, the
etch-pit evolution can be easily described at any incident angles, only a
critical angle given by sin9c=l/V should be taken into account as a limit
angle for track revelation. At varying etch-rate ratio, V(R), along the resi-
dual range R, the situation is more complicated (see Fig.l). Here, it is advis-
able to introduce a so-called critical layer removal, hc=xcsin9, into the theo-

retical formalism. The actual value of he as a func-
tion of the incident angle 9 and the "starting
range" Ro of the nuclear particles can be easily
derived from the solution of the equation:

PQTlicl*

sine = l /V(R) | R = R o _ ( V s i n e ) < (1 )

Fig.l. Schematic represen-
tation of etch-pit forma-
tion, illustrating the mean- hc(I)=sin8[Ro-(a.sin8)
ing of basic quantities ,_ ,-r-r-, .__• -or,-, _-l/n

The V(R) response function for alphas and protons
in CR-39 sheets can be well fitted by each of the
following equations:

V(I)=aR~n; V~1(II)=l-aR~n; V(III)=l+aR~n, (2a,b,c)
where a and n are empirical fitting parameters.
Substituting the equations (2a,b,c) into equation
(1), we have

1 / n ] , (3a)

used in our calculations.
(3b)hc(II)=sin0[Ro-a

hc(III)=sin9[R0-(a.sine)
1/n(l-sine)"I/n].(3c)

It can be seen that, in practice, two cases are realized: when hc-0 and
hc¿0. In the first case the etch-track formation starts immediately after
etching, but in the second case only after certain retardation.

Track depth (z). It is easily seen from Fig.l that the observable depth of
an etch-pit can be given by the following parametric relation:

. . _ h«he+Hc(xo),

where the validity range of the parameter is xc<xo<R .
possible track depth is obviously °

I ; H= /xV"1(x)dx,
c

and H=H if x=Rn, respectively.

(4a,b)

From here the maximum

where H~Hc(xo) if x=x

Track minor axis (d). Finally, to solve our original task concerning the
theoretical foundation of "track-size spectroscopy", we determine the d(h,E)
function at selected dip angles for alphas and protons. For the calculation of
minor axis, dc, in the "cone phase" of track formation, we have derived the
following parametric relation:

i')2.(V(x')sin9+l).(V(x')sin9-l)~1,c / 2 )
2 = (

h=hc x¿sin9 .(V(

(7a)

(7b)

where xo=xo-xc, 0<x¿áRc-xc and H¿=Hc(x¿+xc). We note here that such formulae,

describing the evolution of track minor axis during the first phase of etching,
has not been available in the literature.

The minor track axis, ds, in the "sphere phase" of track formation, can be
calculated from the relation

= (h-h -H ) 2 - (h-R sin9)2.
C Í3 O

(a)

RESULTS OF CALCULATION

Based on equations (2) - (8), we have developed a computer programme to
calculate the variation of the considered characteristic track parameters
(hc,z,d) during etching and the resolving power (Ad/AE) of the "track-size
method' proposed. Our aim here is to demonstrate some typical results obtained
for several realistic cases by our computation programme.

A basic requirement for the performance of the above-mentioned calculations
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is the knowledge of the response function V(x¿). In addition, it is expedient
to choose its form so that the integral H, given by equation (6), be explicitly
calculable. In our calculations we used the simple power function defined by
equation (2a), i.e. the form V(xo) = a(Ro-xo-xc)"

n, where a and n were deter-
mined experimentally for both MA-ND and Homalite CR-39 sheets and their values
are indicated in each figures. It should be mentioned that the form (2c) gives
the best fit to the measured response, by using this, however, a numerical in-
tegration of H is required. Finally, the range-energy relations for alphas and
protons were taken from a table published by Almási and Somogyi (1981).

First, we illustrate the variation of hc(9) function calculated by equation
(3a) for alphas and protons registered in two CR-39 sheets of different sensi-
tivity. The calculated curves shown in Fig¿2 indicate a surprisingly large ef-
fect of retardation in the first- track appearance in a given interval of inci-
dent angles. Actually, this very energy dependent effect stimulated us to de-
velop the high-resolution nuclear '.-'ack spectroscopy presented here.

We would like to emphasize that the tc=h0/VB delay time in track formation
results merely from the "track-etch kinetics" and it has nothing in common
with the "registration threshold" or "etch-induction time". Unfortunately, ho-
wever, in some recent reports these quantities of quite different physical
content are not clearly distinguished, which may result in misinterpretation
of certain etching effects in CR-39:

If the condition h2:hc is satisfied, both the depth and surface opening of
tracks start to grow. Both £ and d should have simultaneously higher_value_than
a limit to be observable under optical microscope (e.g. 0.5 urn). Taking this
into consideration, we can use our calculations to estimate the registration
efficiency of CR-39 under various track registration and etching conditions.

The typical trend of the variation of z(h)e function calculated by equation
(4) is presented in Fig.3. At those angles where hc=0, the formation time of
the maximum track depth is identical.

For nuclear track spec-
troscopy the most important
information is involved in
the d(E)h curves shown in
Fig.4. From the slope of
these curves at different
energies, we can derive the
relation Ad/AE=f(E)h (see
Fig.5) which represents the
resolving power of the pro-
posed spectroscopical method
based on the high sensitivity
of the minor track axis to
the variation of particles
energy at specially selec-
ted angles.

1 2 3 ( 5 6 7
alpha energy [M«V]

0 05 V . 15 2 25 3
proton energy [MeV]

Fig,5. Calculated curves showing the'resolving
power of the "track-size method" fqr alpha and
proton spectrometry in MA-ND CR-39 sheet at
specially selected incident angle, • .
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ABSTRACT

Traok diameter as a function of partióle fluenoe is given for eleotro-
ohemioally etched fission fragment tracks. It is shown that high partióle
fluenoes deorease the developability of eleotroohemioally etched traoks.
Therefore the dependence of sensitivity on particle fluenoe was studied for
polyester and po.ly(allyl dlglyool oarbonate). Continuously decreasing sensi-
tivity was found even in the case when traok overlap does not occur. An
idea for correct Interpretation of the response is suggested,

KEYWORDS

Melinex-0, CR-39, fission fragment, neutron, electrochemical traok etching,
particle fluenoe, mutual effect, track diameter, sensitivity, energy
dependence.

INTRODUCTION

The electrochemical etching technique, ECET, is very useful method of
processing plastio SSNTDs (Tommasino, 1970). It makes the traok evaluation
easier and less tedious. Very high gradient of electric field strength is
created at the tip of traoks and it leads to the formation of large and
contrasty discharge spots (henceforth referred to as E-traoks).

It follows from the principle of ECE and it has also teen proved (Tonuna-
slno, 1977) Al-Najjar et al., 1979) that Individual traoks oan interact
mutually by their electric fields. In this work, we have tried to study in
details practical aspects of this "traok interaction". We have paid special
attention to the dependence of the diameter of E-traoks on the fluenoe of
fission fragments and to that of the sensitivity of deteotors on the neutron
fluence when using no fissionable radiator.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

PET foils (Melinex-0, 100 urn) and CR-39 (Pershore, 300 um and 650 urn)
plastio sheets were used. These three deteotors will be referred to as PET,
CR-39 (I)» CR-39 (II). Irradiation by fission fragments (perpendicularly to
the deteotor surfaoe) was oarried out using 252(jf source in a vaouum cham-
ber. As concern the neutron souroes used see Table 1. Samples were fixed
perpendicularly to the beam axis. CR-39 sheets were oovered by 2 mm thick
polyethylene during irradiation.

For the ECET a vessel with arrangement similar to that described formerly
by Al-Najjar et al. (1978) was used. Electrochemical etching was oarried out
only on the detector surfaoe faoed towards the souroe (l mol KC1 solution
was used from opposite side). A power supply of sinusoidal pulses was used.
The field strength was given by the amplitude of applied pulses divided by
the initial foil thiokness. Sheets of CR-39 were etched by the combined



TABLE 1 Neutron sources used fox' this study

Neutron source

•ouorator NA~3
Am-Be
2 5a c f

Von-de-Graaff
accelerator

Cyolotrone
u-iao

Generator SAMES

Reactor SILENE

Tonel om
generator

Reaction

3H(d,n)
9üe(cc,n)
fission
3H(p,n)
3H(p,n)
2H(d,n)
^Iid.n)
9Be(d,n)
11 + lOom Fo
"+10 am porai".

^(d.n)

fission

^(p.n)

Enerffj'i rosp.
mean onoiwy

(MoV)

1'».7

a l l
0.57

1.9 - Z.I
5 - 5.5

15 -15.1
672
5H.

3 . 3

ÖT5
i
2.5

Xoutron fluonoe monitoring

recoil proton telescope
oaloulat ion

it

TE-ionization chamber)
GMxoountori long aountor
(do Fanghor), BF_«oountor

doutoron charce integrator

Ions countor (do Pangtier)

aotiv. apoctrometer SNAC

long counter (de Pangher)

Institute

Inst . of Uodiation
Dosimetry, Prague,
Czechoslovakia
Inst, fUr Strahlon»
schutz, No uherbo re,

F.R.G.

Zontralinstitut fur
KomforsohunG,
Rossondorf, G.O.R.
CEN Fontenny-aux-
-Roaes. Franco

CEN Valduo, Franco

LLNL Livormoro,
U.S.A.

technique described by Somogyi et al. (l98l). E-tracks were measured and
counted by a projection microscope. The background track density was sub-
stracted from the measured values.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3

PET-foils irradiated by fission, fragments of fluenoes between 7xX0 and
5 o m~2 were electrochemioally etched. The diameters of E-tracks de-

creased with increasing fluenoo as shown in Fig.l and this deorease is more
pronounced for longer etching times. It is obvious, that at small E-traok
diameter (short conductive treeing~branch.es) the interaction among the
electric fields of individual tracks is substantially reduced.

At present stage, we suppose that the principle of the mutual effect is
the same as proposed by Al-Nadjar et al. (1979), i.e. antiparallel compo-
nents of electric field strength jam each other.

Several additional experiments were carried out to prove that the men-
tioned mutual effect can affect the sensitivity. For PET detectors we have
found that for both perpendicular incidence and 21T -geometry the sensiti-
vity (E-tracks per fission fragment) remains independent on the fission
fragment fluence until the overlapping of E-tracks occurs.

Our following task was to study the behaviour of sensitivity (E-traoks
per neutron) in case of neutron-induced recoil tracks. In comparison with
fission tracks recoil tracks produced by the commonly used neutron sources
are less favourable for creation E-tracks (shorter etchable track length,
smaller ratio V^/V^). We have supposed that the influence of mutual effect
on the sensitivity of eleotroohemically etohed SSNTDs should be more pro-
found in the case of neutron-induced reooils. Some results published by
Al-Najjar et al. (1979) indioated this possibility. To prove it, the neut-
ron fluence was changed to oover at least the range of one order. The meas-
ured values of sensitivity are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 (Turek, 1982).
Dashed strips on these figures correspond to background density region and
dashed lines with indioated number are so-called "isodensitic lines"(con-
necting points of constant Value of product "sensitivity x fluence =
= E-track density"J, Dot-and-dash lines correspond to constant neutron
fluenoes. Regardeless on the kind of detector and neutron energy, it is
obvious that sensitivity to neutrons continuously decreases even in the
E-tracks density region where overlapping oannot have practical importance
(in our case it starts to appear at E-tracks density of about 4xl0-> cm" 2).
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Fig»2. Sensitivity of PET to neut-
rons as a function of the neutron
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Fie.3. Sensitivity of CR-39(l) to
neutrons as a funotion of the
neutron fluenoe: O -0.57 MeV,
• -1.9 MeV, A -3.3 MeV,
X -5.25 MeV, • -15.1 MeV

Fig.**. Estimated energy dependencies
at given values of parameters
(inter- or extrapolated from
Figs.2,3)

In spite of shortage of detailed knowledge regarding the mechanism of mutual
effeot among E-traoks, it seems that sensitivities oan differ substantially
depending on neutron fluenoe at which they are determined. This observation
leads to the question how to determine oorreotly energy dependence of
electroohemioally etched detectors.

One way is to compare sensitivities obtained at the same neutron fluence
(i.e. points lying on dot-and-dash lines in Figs.2 and 3). However, such
sensitivities correspond to different E-traoks densities with respect to
neutron energy} therefore the "intensity" of mutual effeot is different for
each energy. At the same neutron fluenoe more E-traoks is oreated for that
energy to which the given detector is more sensitive. As a oonsequenoe of
the higher E-traoks density the mutual effeot is higher too. However, due to
higher mutual effeot, some "poor" traoks (shorter etohable traok length, low
V̂ /V-jj value, unfavourable angle of inoidenoe) oannot be developed as E-traoks
In spite of their developability in less oritioal oase (lower E-traoks den-
sity) .

The comparison of sensitivities obtained at the same E-traoks density
(i.e. points on proper isodensitio line) seems to be more oorreot. In this
oase we may suppose that the mutual effeot is of the same level for any
neutron energy as well as the degree of degradation of E-traoks formation.
In Fig.k the estimated dashed and dot-and-dash lines serve more or less to joint
corresponding points} because of lack of experimental data such curves fit
only roughly the exaot energy dependencies for both PET and CR-39(l) de-
tectors. The indicated points were Interpolated or extrapolated
from Figs. 2 and 3. Xt is obvious that the shape of curves is influenced by
the method of the choice of sensitivity values (either at the same fluenoe
or at the same E-traoks density).

From the obtained results one oan draw two oonolusion for correct fitting
of the energy dependence of SSMTDs treated by ECET;



a/ Values of sensitivity used for fitting should toe related, either to
constant neutron fluence or to constant E-traoks density as a parameter.
First possibility is experimentally easily aohievable, however, the lat-
ter one seems to toe more correct, because variability of the mutual
effect at different E-traeks density is eliminated.

to/_ Energy dependence of eleotrochemically etched SSNTDs should toe taken
into account absolutely only for a given value of choosen referenoe
parameter (neutron fluence or E-tracks density). For correct comparison
of results obtained by EGET, the value of corresponding parameter should
be added to the description of etching conditions.

As a general conclusion, it is necessary to point out that mutual
effect among E-traoks cannot be omitted and it should toe carefully taken
into account for correct interpretation of the results.
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ABSTRACT

Rather expensive and unflexible commercial systems have been reported in
tho literature for ±\xlly automatic counting and analyzing etched nuclear
tracks. In these systems tho image processing is made by a videocamora e-
quippod with a microscope of relatively high magnification. We have devel-
oped, to best of our knowledges, tho first automatic» track analysis system
(DIGITRACK) in which the video signals are processed by a new type of Video-
receiver called charged coupled device (CCD). The photosensitive semi-
conductor device is a 2.5 cm long line imager of type Fairchilel CCD 121HC
which converts one row of the picture seen through a low magnification mi-
croscope into 1728 binary signals by a thresholding logic. The picture ele-
ments are analysed by a microcomputer equipped with, two INTEL 8080 micro-
prooessors and interfaced to a PDP-ll/^-0 computer. The microcomputer also
controls the motion of tho stage of microscope. For pattern recognition and
analysis a software procedure is developed whioh is able to differentiate
between overlapping tracks and to determine the number, surface opening and
x-y coordinates of the tracks occurring in a given detector area. The dis-
tribution of track densities and spot areas on tho detector surface can be
visualized on a graphic display. The DIGITRACK system has been tested for
analysis of alpha-tracks registered in CR-39 arid LR-115 detectors.

KEYWORDS

CCD videoreceiver} microprocessor control} digital image} automation}
nuclear trade counting} track overlap.

INTRODUCTION

A microprocessor-supported instrument, called DIGITRACK,equipped with a
CCD videoreceiver, is developed for automatic evaluation of etched tracks in
solid state nuclear track detectors.

We apply such detectors to several practical problems, e.g. to sub-sur-
face uranium prospection and environmental radioactivity measurements. Re-
lated methodical and field researches require tae evaluation of a large
quantity of «-sensitive track detectors. The performance of these tasks is
successfully possible only with a microprocessor-supported, versatile image
analysing system. When this demand in our laboratory was formulated (in
1977)j such an equipment for analysing solid-state nuclear track detectors
was not available. Though comparable image-analysing systems (e.g. Quanti-
raet} Magiscan), usable f...v similar tasks, existed for several reasons
weren't suitable for our purposes. Such videocamera-based image analysing
systems, even connected with greater computers, are relatively slow, as they
are able to identify nuclear tracks only at large magnifications (Sch.ott et
al., 1977} Azimi-Garakani and Williams, 1977} Beer et al, 1982).

Accordingly we have decided the development of a new type of nuclear
track evaluation system based on a novel light-sensitive solid state device,



the so-called CCD (Beynon, 1980). The task to be solved, was also much helped
by the disposal of the excellent track contrast-providing «-sensitive track
detector of CR-39. Using this detector we oould eliminate more easily the
background effects too. At the same time, the high spatial resolution of the
CCD (with a light-sensitive cell of area 13x17 /urn2) made the use of lower
microscope magnifications (2-10x) possible. Thus the speed of track evalu-
ation could be increased.

HARDWARE SYSTEM

The automatio evaluation of solid state nuolear deteotors basically means
tho solution of the following tasks: counting of tracks, measurement of
track features (x-y coordinates, track axes, area), record and evaluation of
measured track data»

A schematic block diagram of the DIGTTRACK system developed by us for the
above purposes is presented in Fig, 1, its photograph is shown in Pig.2.
Main processor unit (MPI) . The tasks to be performed by the main micro-
processor unit are as follows:

- keeping contact with the user via an alphanumeric display and an ASCII
keyboard (setting the measuring parameters, information on the detector, val-
ue of deteotor area to be scanned, speed of microscope stage, etoj giving
the required way of evaluation: track counting, spatial distribution of
track density, track area distribution),

- evaluating track configurations (single, double) received continuously
from the image processor unit, determination of various track parameters,

- displaying and recording the results of track evaluation via peripheral
units.

The microcomputer used by us is based on an INTEL 8080 type microproces-
sor. Its construction is modular. Besides its basic configuration it con-
tains the following units:

- serial communication unitClNTEL 8251]towards a PDF 11/40 computer,
- parallel link to the image processor unitClNTEL 8255],
- dual-image graphic display of 256x256 resolution provided with self-

-refreshing controller,
- alphanumeric video-terminal with self-refreshing interface,
- X-Y plotter interface,
- SEIKO 101P printer interface.
We note that the flexibility of the DIGITRACK instrument and the possi-

bility of its further development, depends on the design of main processor
unit. As the need of users frequently claims the use of the system both for
special track analyses and large-scale track counting, the instrument is
linked to a PDP 11/40 central computer too. In this way an improvement of
the hardware/software features of the system is achieved. In this sense, the
automatic analysing system of nuolear tracks became an intelligent terminal
of a central computer.

Image process unit (uP2). The main tasks of the image processor unit are
as follows:

- to control the motion of microscope stage during image analysis,
- to collect bit patterns arriving continuously from the CCD,
- to recognize bits associated with the area of single traoks and to send

the separated track images to the main processor.
The juP2 microcomputer in basic configuration is the same as the uP?.. Its
special units are the following: '

- clock generator and driver which provides the oontrol signals for the
CCD,

- CCD memories Ml, M2, M3 which store, by direct memory addressing (DMA),
3x8 rows of the digitized image,

- stage-driving motor controller and coordinate decoder which ensure the
motion of track deteotor during image analysis.

The track picture is viewed by a Leitz Ortholux research microscope. In
addition to this a CCD videoreceiver, a position coder of type Heidenhein
and an electromechanical driving system is mounted.

The photoelectric converter in the videoreceiver is a semiconductor de-
vice of type Pairchild CCD 121 HC, that converts one row of the picture to
be analysed into 1728 binary signals. Theice are provided in one Video-signal.



Thi» video-signal is processed toy a thresholding logic which converts it
into two gray-levels (0 and l) (Fig,3).
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the DIGITRACK
system:
1. Box containing the CCD video-
receiver mounted on a Zjeitz-Ortolux
microscope,
2. Alphanumeric display terminal,
3. Dual-image graphic display,
k. Micro-computer unit,
5. X-Y plotter,
6. Line printer.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the
DIGITRACK system developed for
automatic evaluation of plastic
traofc detectors.

Fig. 3. Digitized image of two alpha
tracks in CR-39 detector, displayed
on a TV screen.
1. impulses identifying one CCD row,
2. videosignal of one CCD row,
3. output signal of the comparator,
k. digitized video-signal including

two tracks.

SOFTWARE SYSTEM

Tha DIGITRACK system itself is devoted mainly to the evaluation of solid
state nuclear track detectors. The system can also work as an intelligent
termine.l of a PDP ll/4o computer, with an additional monitor prográmale that
contains:

- monitor commands for further programme development in both micro-
processors,

- communication link between the two microprocessors via a parallel
asynchronous line,

- communication link between the PDP 11/^0 and the microprocessors via
a serial line.



The software tasks are split auoug fcho two jutP-s in accordance -with the
hardware. The evaluation, of n givon truel-, detector by the DIGITRA.OK system
can be performed in the f ol.l owing « y : After setting and focusing the nu~
clear track detector undor tbo microscope, the user gives, via an ASCII
keyboard, the programme start conditions (e.g. optical magnification,
dotectox'-identifyxng notos, motor speed, opex-ating mode, parametex-s of tho
digitized track image display and data record). Based, on these start con-
ditions, (UFI sets and initiatos that part of the program -which is situated
in uP2. Thon, the stago driving; motor starts and tho data collection and
image processing begin. In. f-J'Z there aro three CCD-memories (Ml, M2, M3)
at oux* disposal for tho collection of digitized bit patterns arriving frcm
tho COD. Each of thorn crm store S rows of CCD information.

Because of the continuous dotootor motion, a synchronisation betwoen
data collection and imago evaluation, is needed. The program starts aftor
filling the first 16 CCD W K Ó in the niomories Ml and. M2. By tho timo M3 is
filled with further 8 CCD rows, Ml is evaluated. Thon Ml is filled and M2
is evaluated, and that As followed by tho filling of M2 and evaluation of
M3. This cyclic data collection end. evaluation lasts till the wanted statis-
tical accuracy (e.g. given track number or deteotor area) is satisfied.

During the evaluation of one CCD-momory, yuP2 seeks for continuous track
images that start in this memory and are continued, perhaps, in the next one.
After finding a continuation of the imago, /uP2 sends it to ̂ .Pl and seeks for
another image. Tho îPl analyses the receivod track images and, in accordance
with the si^e*1 operating modo, determines tho position and area of tracks
and separates the overlapping tracks. On the previously displayed, track
image, one can visually control tho discovered, and evaluated tracks. Thus
track search in juP2 and evaluation in juPl run parallel. If juP2 has finished
with the actual CCD memory, waits until the memory is filled with further 8
rows of data, and the programme goes on with the evaluation of the next CCD
memory content. When the desired statistical accuracy is achieved, data
collection stops, the motor moves the stage of microscope in its start
position and stops. Tho ¡uVX displays on the alphanumeric display and on tho
dual-image graphic display all tho data concerning the evaluated tracks.
For the preservation of data, the display information is drawable on a
plotter and tho text information on a printer. Meanwhile, tho next detector
sheet can be prepared fox1 evaluation,

CONCLUSION

The DIGITRACK instrument in performance of the hardware and software is
mox'e-or-less analogous to the commercially available image analysing systems,
Here, however, the automatic imago analysis is performed by a now type of
videoreceiver, a photosensitive semiconductor device called CCD, The use of
large-scale Integrated circuits and microprocessors has made it possible to
build up a rather cheap instrument for evaluation of coordinates, areas and
spatial densities of etched nuclear tracks and their statistical distribu-
tions,
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ABSTRACT

Activity concentration distributions of long-lived alpha-emitters in aerosol
samples are analysed by high-resolution autoradiography in CR-39. A study of
the alpha-activity attached to aerosols of different particulate sizes separated
by a cascade impactor is also performed. It is found that, in the majority of
samples, the alpha-activity can be dominantly related to the presence of Pc
produced by its beta-active precursor 2l0Pb. In our studies we have applied the
following methods: 1) analysis of alpha-decay properties by means of autoradio-
graphs taken at different post-sampling times, 2) spectroscopical study of indi-
vidual alpha-tracks and track clusters by a method developed by us for high-
-resolution alpha-energy determination. In the second method the parameters to
be measured are the major axis of surface track opening, the diameter of etched
out track end, the total length measurable on the surface along the projected
track., and the thickness of layer etched away from the detector surface.

KEYWORDS

Nuclear a n a l y t i c a l methods; CR-39 t rack d e t e c t o r ; autoradiography;
a l p h a - a c t i v i t y ; ae roso l s ; 2 1 0 Pb and z l 0 P o d i s t r i b u t i o n , a lphá-ener

environmental
-energy spectroscopy.

INTRODUCTION

Recently the a n a l y t i c a l app l i ca t ions of the method of nuclear t r ack detect ion
in dielectric solids are rapidly increasing. Beside the conventional analytical
procedures, the etch-track technique has proved to be the most powerful comple-
mentary or, in many cases, the only economically applicable alternative to
determine concentrations, spatial distributions and seasonal variations of alpha-
-active nuclides in environmental samples, or in the environment i tself . In this
way, for low-level alpha-activity measurements, the complex radiochemical pro-
cedures and radiation detectors equipped with electronic analysis systems can be
replaced by much more simple and easily portable track measuring devices.

The unique registration sensitivity of CR-39 nuclear track detector to high-
-energy alpha-particles opens several new fields in autoradiographic applications.
In addition to the capability for registration of even very low level of en-
vironmental alpha-activities in long-term measurements, the CR-39 provides
possibility for spectroscopical identification of various a-radioactive
elements, too.

We have introduced the nuclear track method to the analysis of long-lived
alpha emitters in ground-level air samples. The main sources of these radio-
active nuclides in the atmosphere are the 222Rn (radon) and 220Rn (thoron)
emanating from the ground. The radon decays in a relatively short time into a
long-lived (22.3y half-life) beta-active lead isotope (210Pb) while the thoron
into a stabile one (2OaPb). The charged decay products are immediately captured
by aerosols then, after a given mean residence time (about one week) in the
atmosphere}are deposited back to the soil surface. In this way i t is apparent
that everything in the environment (atmosphere, lands, waters, plants, animals
and population) is more or less "contaminated" by 210Pb and i t s alpha-active
decay product 2 I0Po. The study of their concentration distributions is of



considerable importance as they dominantly contribute to the natural radiation
burden of population. In addition, they are very suitable tracers to various
geophysical, meteorological, biological and other processes in the nature.

The methods used in our present work for studying environmental 2l0Pb and
21QPo activity concentrations in aerosol samples are as follows: i) Analysis
of alpha-decay properties by high-re.-olution and high-efficiency autoradiography
taken in CR-39 at different timeg after collecting the samples, ii) Determination
of 2l0Pb and 2l0Po activities attached to aerosols collected from air and the
variation of these activities with the size of particulates separated by a
cascade impactor. iii) Analysis of the energy spectrum of alpha-particles ori-
ginating from aerosols by measuring suitable geometrical parameters of etched
tracks in CR-39 autoradiographs. To the latter task we have developed a cal-
culation method and programme which is analogous but not identical, to the
high-resolution spectroscopical method proposed by Fews and Henshaw (1982).

DETERMINATION OF 2 I 0Pb AND 2l0Po FROM DECAY AND BUILD-UP CURVES

The activity concentration of both 2l0Pb and zl0Po can be simultaneously
determined from the analysis of curves describing the radioactive decay and
build-up if mostly long-lived radon daughters are present in the sample to be
studied. According to the radioactive decay series:

2loPb(2 2.3y)JL 2loBi(5d)-4.210Po(138.4d)-2W20GPb(stable)
210Po is the last radioactive product in the chain, and its 5.3 MeV alpha-
-particle energy is very suitable for radiographic studies with CR-39 track
detector. In an environmental sample, the overall a?.pha-activity concentration
due to polonium, A-t-(EPo), measurable at a t time elapsed after sampling (hence-
forth post-sampling time), is build up from the following three decay chains
fed by 2 1 0Po, *l°Bi and 2 1 0Pb of initial concentration Ao(Po), Ao(Bi) and Ao(Pb):

2 10Bi- JPo- (Po); "Pb-*.2 l °Bi-^2

Taking these into account, the expectable overall alpha-activity concentration
in a sample at t: post-sampling time will be

At(SPo) = Â A^(Po)

An explicite formula describing the variation of A-j-(ZPo) as a function of
the time after sampling is given in Fig.l. This equation is derived from the
solution of the well-known differential equations applied for the above-mentioned
radioactive decay processes. We note that details concerning this calculation
can be found in the paper by Winkler et al (1981), who reported a direct alpha-

-spectrometric method using ionisa-
tion chamber to measure activity
concentrations of airborne z l0Pb
and 210Po at two post-sampling times.
In Fig.l we have i l lustrated the
shape of decay and build-up curves
at different i n i t i a l 2'°Po concentra-
tions. Such curves are directly
applicable to the evaluation of

Pb and 210Po activity concentrations.
For the in i t i a l concentration ratio
Ao(Bi)/A0(Pb) a value of 0.4 was
used in agreement with that derived
from the mean residence time of
aerosols in normal surface air. In
fact, however, as Winkler and others
(19 81) have shown, the results of
these calculations are not very

lend of sampling (t-0)
1000

t . time in days
B00

Fig.l . Normalized overall 2l0Pb acti-
vity concentration as a function of
post-sampling time. The parameters
indicate the ratio of the in i t i a l
210Po and 210Pb act iv i t ies .

dependent on the actual value of
the above ratio. In addition, in
practical calculations, the second
term in the equation given in Fig.
1 can be neglected.



A typical evaluation procedure requires the preparation of three autoradio-
graphs with CR-39 in contant with the environmental sample, using about 8-10
week exposures at properly chosen post-sampling times. It is advisable to make
the third autoradiograph about one year after sampling, when both the second
and third term in the equation in Fig. 1 can be neglected, and Ao(Pb) can be
directly obtained only from this last measurement with considerable accuracy.
Thereafter Ao(Po) can be derived independently from each of the first two alpha-
-activity measurements. In addition, these two measurements provide data on the
precision of the evaluation method, as well.

DETERMINATION OF ALPHA-ENERGY SPECTRUM FROM TRACK PARAMETERS

Alpha-emitting nuclides can be identified by analysing the geometrical para-
meters of individual etch-pits in oi-autoradiograms taken by CR-39 track detector.
This method is based on the determination of range (energy) spectrum of a-particles
from proper etch-track parameters. The possibility of the application of such a

measuring procedure to high-resolution
a-particle spectroscopy was first
proposed by Fews and Henshaw (19 82)
and applied to the study of micro-
distribution of ot-active nuclei in
human lung (Henshaw and Fews, 19 82).

For analysing ot-activity distributions
in environmental samples we have deve-
loped an analogous spectroscopical
method employing properly selected,
well-measurable etch-track parameters
as shown in Fig.4c. The range analysis
in our method requires the measurement
of three projected track parameters
lying in horizontal position on the
etched surface of CR-39 detector: major
track axis (M), overall projected track
length (X) and the diameter of etched-
-out track end (m). The layer thickness
(h) removed from the detector surface
during etching should also be known.
We note that the latter quantity can
be measured also from "horizontal track
parameters", namely, from the half minor
axis of fission tracks.

In addition to the above-mentioned
well-measurable quantities, one has to
know the so-called response curve of
the track detector itself. For a-particle
tracks in CR-39 a power law approximatior
of the form V(r) = VT(r)/Vfi = c-r"n

proves to be applicable, where r is the
residual range measured in ym from a
general point to the end of particle
trajectory, and c and n are fitted
constants. We note that c = 11.6 and
n = 0.464 for the most sensitive
Hungarian CR-39 products (MA-ND/p
made by MOM) and c = 5 and n = 0.3 for
Homalite (1600 pm) CR-39 if the etchant
is 20 % NaOH at 70°C.

Without discussing the origin of
various relationships used, in Fig. 2
we present a flow chart of our energy
calculation programme. It should be
noted that if m is equal to zero the
calculation scheme provides the etchedFig.2. Flow chart to calculate alpha-

energy (E) spectrum from track parameters
(M,m,X) measured on the surface of CR-39
sheet (see also Fig.4c).

track length (L) and not the range of
particles (R>L).



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By using the previous methods, we have analysed several ground-level air
samples collected 1) in the garden of Central Institute of Atmospheric Physics
nearby Budapest (Oct. 1980 and Jan. 1982), and 2) at different traffic junctions
in Debuecen (May-June, 1979 and Jan-Feb 1980). At the first sampling site we
have used both Nuclepore filter shown in Fig.4a and glass-fiber filter. In the
latter case the aerosols were separated according to their size by a six-stage
cascade impactor. At the second site only glass-fiber filter was used.

Our results obtained for filtered air samples (see in Table 1) are in good
agreement with other published data determined under comparable geophysical
conditions for the middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere (Winkler et al.,
19 81 and Refs. in their paper). We note that activity concentrations of mfCi-m"
(0.518 mBq-nT3) for 210Pb and 3.3 fCi-nT3 (0.122 mBq-m"3) for ll0Po are generally
accepted today as global average values (UN. Report, 1977).

TABLE 1 Long-lived radon daughters in surface air, measured

by autoradiographs in CR-39

Aerosols filtered
(19 80 Oct., Budapest)

Aerosols aerodynamically separated
(1982 Jan., Budapest)

2 10 Pb ' P oSample No.
(Nuclepore .

f i l t e r ) [mBq-m"3] [mBq-m~cl]

Stage No
(Cascade
impactor)

Size . 210Pb
interval
[ym] [mBq-m"3]

2l0Po

[mBq•m~

1
2
3
4
5

0.44+0.04
0.94+0.05
0.65±0.04
0.23+0.02
O.27±O.O3

0.04±0.08
0.0 +0.10
0.07+0.10
O.O8+O.O5
0.0 +0.06

1
2
3
4
5
6

>7.2
3 . 0
1 . 5

-7.2
-3 .0

0.96-1.5
0 . 5 -0.96

<0.5

O.O2+O.O3
0.06±0.01
0.11±0.03
O.28±O.O6
0.25+0.01
0.45±0.04

0.04+0.05
0.05+0.01
O.O3±O.O4
O.O3+O.O8
0.12±0.01
0.31+0.05

Mean: 0.51*0.03 O.O4±O.O7 Sum: 1.17±O.O8 O.58±O.12

•=• m
ttogt

Na
m
ton

3JJ
1.5

Ipnmc

-72
-10

0.96-1.5
05 -0.K

«05 "ft

2 3
itagt to. É

4 5 6
caimd» impactar

Fig.3 Variation of
activity concentration
of *10Pb and 210Po with
decreasing size of
aerosol particles. For
comparison, the overall
beta-activity, 24 hours
after sampling, is also
indicated.

o In Table 1 activity data measured for size-separated
___ aerosols are also presented. Curves showing the
1 distribution of activity concentration in various
* size intervals is plotted in Fig.3. The activity
i^ concentration of long-lived radionuclides displays
I the same incresing tendency with decreasing particulate
| sizes as the overall beta-activity does. This be-
| haviour is in agreement with data reported by other
I authors. A comprehensive study of the size distribution
| and possible origin of long-lived radon daughters
i in the troposhere is published by Moore et al (1978).

It has been pointed out that the distribution of
,i long-lived radon daughters in different size intervals

of particulates reflects the original attachment
distribution. In addition to the originally attached
nuclides, the long-lived radioactivity can result
from soil resuspension, combustion products and
other pollutants. The size distribution and also
the Ao(Po)/Ao(Pb) ratio in aerosols are influenced
by the latter additional processes.

Our Ao(Po) data derived from track measurements
in the small-size fractions differ considerably
from those obtained for filtered air samples, where
no size separation is made. The higher values of
Ao(Po) obtained in the smaller size fractions

(see Table 1) may be due to the presence of high amount of aerosols of soil and
combustion origin during sampling. This assumption is supported by the high mass
concentration observed in the air sample studied.



In case of air samples filtered at different traffic junctions in Debrecen,
only Ao(Pb) values are measured. We have got an average of22.2fC-nr

3(0.821 mBq-nT3)
for summer period in 1979 and 12.4 fCi"m~^(0.H59 rnBq-m"3) for winter in 1980.
This may reflect the known seasonal variation of the radon content of air above
the ground level. We have found only a weak correlation between the long-lived
radon daughter content and the dust concentration of air, although a considerable
increase of the "normal" lead content in the samples collected during peak
traffic time is proved by X-ray analysis.

Finally, we have applied our previously presented programme to the alpha-
tracks observed in CR-39 autoradiographs. By using this, we could derive
the energy spectrum charachteristie of the alpha-activity of air samples. From
the spectrum measured (see Fig.4d) it is apparent that the energy loss in the
samples itself is negligible, and the mean energy of alpha-particles is 5.3
MeV as expected for *l0Po. The overall energy resolution obtained is ±0.1 MeV.

a)

4.5 SO 55
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ E«. alpha tntrgy [MlVj

Jr'ig. 4. a; SEM microphotograph of aerosols deposited on Nuclepore when O.8mii.cm~2
air volume is filtered, b) alpha-tracks in CR-39 after several week exposure
in contact with the aerosol-containing filter, c) schematical figure showing
track parameters (M,m,X) to be measured for range (R) determination. Other
quantities used in the computer programme, shown in Fig.2, are also indicated,
d) energy spectrum derived from the parameters of individual alpha-tracks by
using the programme presented in Fig.2.
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ABSTRACT

There is a growing interest in collection of data concerning human exposures
to naturally occurring alpha-emitting radionuclides (e.g. in mines, dwellings,
building materials, industrial wastes, coal fuel cycle, water supply, soil,
plants, etc). Most of such studies is incomplete for the following reasons: 1)
In radon measurements the contribution of thoron is generally neglected, 2) The
determination of equilibrium factor is complicated or not possible at all. 3)
Short- and long-term concentration fluctuations cause difficulties in obtaining
representative mean values. 'O The plate-ojut effect is generally not taken into
account. We have studied a variety of simple methods;:that could be used to over-
come some of these difficulties by using cups equipped with two or more alpha-
-sensitive nuclear track detectors. A theoretical foundation of the quantitative
measurements with such devices is presented. Experimental data are reported on
radon, radon daughters and thoron concentrations measured by multi-detector
devices in cave soil gas and in air of Hungarian dwellings.

KEYWORDS

Radon, thoron; a l p h a - a c t i v i t y measurements; r ad ioac t ive equ i l ib r ium; LR-115
and CR-39 t r a c k de t ec to r s ; m u l t i - d e t e c t o r dev ices ; dwell ing, s o i l gas.

INTRODUCTION

The hea l th hazard for t he populat ion in the environment r e s u l t s mostly from
the a lpha- rad ioac t ive nucl ides (radon, thoron and t h e i r decay products) being
present in the a i r of l i v i n g houses and various working p l a c e s . For a r e a l
es t imat ion of the average popula t ion exposure the most r e l i a b l e method i s the
use of a l p h a - s e n s i t i v e p l a s t i c t r ack de tec to rs ( e . g . LR-115 and CR-39) for
i n t e g r a t i n g , long-term measurements. Although t he supe r io r i t y of t h i s passive
measuring method has been c l e a r l y demonstrated by severa l works, some problems
s t i l l need t o be solved. The purpose of our paper t o propose c e r t a i n methodical
and/or eva lua t ion improvements t o overcome or reduce these problems.

One of the p r i n c i p l e t a sks i s r e l a t e d to the understanding of the response
of bare p l a s t i c t rack de t ec to r s placed in to a can-type measuring device . The
response i s obviously determined by the can geometry and the p o s i t i o n and
r e g i s t r a t i o n s ens i t i v i t y of the detector . By changing these parameters and/or
using more than one detector a t different pos i t ions one may expect improvements
and more information for the estimation of r ad ia t ion exposure due to various
alpha-act ive nucl ides . In t h i s way one may gain simultaneous information on
the radon exposure (Epn) , t o t a l alpha-exposure ( E t ) , thoron and i t s daugtérs
exposure ( E T O D ) equilibrium fac tor (F) , and even separately on the concentration
of a lpha-act ive decay products (polonium i s o t o p e s ) .

RESPONSE IN A CYLINDRICAL DEVICE

Quanti tat ive measurements with both single and mul t i -detec tor devices can



be performed only if the response of detectors (observed tracks per unit radon
or daughter concentration) is known. It can be estimated experimentally or
theoretically. For constructing special measuring devices, the theoretically
derived response relations may supply reasonable basic design criteria. Math-
ematical base for such calculations is reported by Fleischer and Mogro-Campero
(1978) and the response is demonstrated for few devices of specific geometry.
By the extention of these calculations, we have derived a complete set of
relations for describing the response of LR-115 and CR-39 track detectors at
the top of a cylindrical device as a function of its radius (a) and length (h).
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Fig.l. Response of LR-115 and CR-39 In Table 1 relations for two possible
to radon and its daughters, calcula- limit cases are given:
ted by the relations in Table 1 for i) when the alpha-active nuclides are
equilibrium condition, assuming that completely and uniformly deposited on
the Po isotopes are a) deposited com- the can walls (including the detector
pletely on the internal can walls
(including the detector also) and b)
distributed only in the can volume.

also), and ii) when they are distributed
in the can volume. For not too large can
volumes the case i) is well satisfied
for daughter nuclei (Po-218, Po-214),
as they have high probability of plating

out on the can walls before decaying. The case ii) is perfectly applicable to
the radon _gas_CRn-222) • The„thpron_JJRn^,210), due to its short half-life, is
generally Tiotunifbrmly distributed TrT"an open can.

The calculated response of LR-115 and CR-39 detectors to the alphas of Rn
Po-218 and Po-214 nuclei is presented in Fig.l. For polonium nuclei the res-
ponse is given in tracks-cm"2 per 30 days for radioactive equilibrium with
1 pCi/t radon. In the calculation it is assumed that for LR-115 ec=40°, while
for CR--39 9c=0 . From Fig.l it is obvious that for the usual can geometry (3-4
cm radius) the CR-39 is very sensitive for the presence of daughters but the
LR-115 is practically not. It is also interesting to note that in a narrow
tube of about 1-1.5 cm radius the CR-39 response becomes independent on the
actual position (can wall or volume) of daughter nuclei. In this case a meas-
uring uncertainty due to the unknown percentage of attachment to airborne aerosol
particulates can be completely excluded. At the same time, the response is
identical for all the alpha-active nuclei considered.



CONSTRUCTION OF SINGLE AND MULTI-DETECTOR DEVICES
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Optimum construction of single and multi-detector measuring devices depends
on the particular field of application. In Fig.2 we summarized some useful
configurations. In practice, from among the the single-detector devices, we
have prefei'ed the device lc for radon measurements in air and the device Id
for under-water measurements. The device lc is a simple "thermostated can"
having double-wall filled up with water. With this we could avoid, even in the
most severe weather conditions, the known problem due to the water condensation
on the detector surface (Likes et al , 1979; Abu-Jarad and Fremlin, 1982).

For monitoring thoron and i t s daughters
we have developed a "long-tube" con-
struction (device 2a) equipped with two
LR-115 detectors. We have been using
this design in our routine radon sur-
veying in the ground since 1978 and our
experiences have shown that in a 30 cm
long tube the upper detector can easily
measure the radon signal even in a 100
times higher thoron background (see Fig.
3.). Combining the main elements of the
devices lc and 2a, one can also avoid
the development of a disturbing air
convention in the tube.

The device 2b was f i r s t applied by
Frank and Benton (1977) for simultaneous
estimation of radon and equilibrium
factor. Such a device was also success-
fully applied by us to large-scale radon

monitoring in Hungarian houses (Fig.4). We have found that by a filter-covered version of
this device, one can estimate even the alpha-activity contribution resulting
from thoron and i ts daughters (see Fig.5). The device 2c has been used by us
for monitoring the degree of radioactive equilibrium ( i ts principle see in Fig.
6). Here two internal detectors of different sensitivity (LR-115 and CR-39)
should be used.

The device 2d equipped with two CR-39 detectors in a few millimeter distance
from each other may be proposed to monitor the degree of plate-out effect. In
the small gap between the detectors the radon signal is negligible, but the
detectors show doubled plate-out reading because the internal surfaces can
register the alphas of daughter nuclei plating out on both the own and opposite

surfaces. Finally, we consider the three-
detector devices. The device 3b in Fig.2 XP
designed by us with three LR-115 detectors.
Its working principle is shown in Fig.7.
The f i r s t basic requirement of a correct
measurements of the individual radon and

Rn.Dgt

§ 100-

12-

8-

E 4-

Qo-O.HkBq-m-3

exp(íñQo)-0.072

47 homes
Si(Q0)

z . distance tcml

0.01 0.1 1
Qo . radon concentration [kBq • n r 3 ]

Fig.4. Frequency distribution of the
activity concentration of radon in 47
houses, measured with internal LR-115
films (1980 Dec-1981 May).

daughter concentrations with such a device is a reasonably complete and
homogeneous plate-out of the polonium nuclei on the internal walls. This can be
well satisfied with the use of a properly designed metalic can. The second

Fig.3. Steady-state concentration
distribution of thoron along the
height of a closed cylindrical can.



requirement is the chose of a particular radius for the sphere portion covering
the cylindrical tube. Preliminary experiences with our first three-detector
devices (r=5.1 cm, a=4 cm) have indicated that such a design could give reson-
áble results (see Fig.8) if the measurement conditions are not very extreme
(e.g. high thoron or aerosol content). An active device for separate radon and
daughters monitoring, similar to the device 3b, with detectors covered by
absorbers of proper thickness, has been using in routine work by Chapuis et al
(1972). It may be worth trying to develop an analogous design as passive dose-
meter as well.

1 2 3 4 5 6
9, [track holes, off»1 / | M days]

Fig.5. Correlation between the readings
of external <<e) and internal C9l) LR-115
films in 47 houses. Solid lines are reg-
ression curves for the two variables.

Fig.b. seasonal variation of
the ratio of the readings of
internal CR-39 and LR-115 de-
tectors in cave air.

5T

Fig.7. Schematic representation of a
three-detector device designed by us
(V=can volume, S=internal surface,
AR=1.9cm, 9c=iKP for LR-115(13ym) etch-
ed to 5 vim residual thickness) .

rctot

Fig.8. Polonium/radon con-
centration ratios in cave
air determined with the de-
vice shown in Fig.7 (1982
April-19 8 3 Marcl.) .

SOME QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

Finally, we present here some useful quantitative relations and additional
remarks to our experiments.
i) Radon exposition (ERn)• The radon exposition is given by an integral of
the radon activity concentration (Qo) during the exposure time, T, :

ERn " c / T ^ ö ^ d t - ^
If we use the device lb which excludes the thoron and its daughters (Fleisch-
er et al, 1980), the penetrability of radon through the filter should be taken
into account. The radon activities in (Qoi) and outside (QQ) the can will not
be identical but determined by the following equation (Fleischer et al, 1980):

dQ ./dt = (DA/5V)(Q„ - Q .) - XQ . , (2^
Ul (j 01 Ol

where D is the diffusion coefficient of radon in the filter, X is radon decay
constant, V is the can volume and A and 6 are the area and thickness of the
filter. If after integration we introduce the registration efficiency of the
detector, n, and the filtering coefficient kJx=l+(VX6/DA), we have:

(3)

From here we can see that the proportionality condition



Kn r i
between ERn and the internal track density, pi, can be fulfilled only if
Qoi(0)=Qoi(T) . This can be well satisfied if we cover the measuring can by the
filter in radon-free atmosphere and, after completing the measurement, we wait
a few days again in the same atmosphere before opening the can.
ii) Total alpha-expositon (E-jO. The total alpha-exposition, which can be monito-
red by the track density pe measured on an external detector, is defined by

E ^ n p = / (Q +Q-,+Q3+Q'+Qi+2Qo)dt, (5)

> Q3! Q \ Q°]_, Q'3 r e f e r t o t h e 2 2 2 R n , 2 1 B P o , 2 1 1 > Po, I 2 ° R n , 2 l 6 P o
2Po) a c t i v i t i c o n c e n t r a t i o n s , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Ws

where Qo

and
E =n~

o
Bi(

I2°Rn,
note that the) , py

E n .p relation is valid only for LR-115 detector in "thick air" where the
registration efficiency, n, is independent on the alpha-energy, as it can be
seen from the respective relation given in Table 1 (if aQ^a).
iii) Thoron and its daughters exposition (ETnD)•

 A s w e have pointed out (see
Fig.3) the thoron concentration in a closed long tube without no convention,
shows an exponential decrease with the tube height. This behaviour can be used
for separate measurement of the thoron and radon. We have found another possi-
bility to estimate the mean exposure due to thoron and its daughters. To this,
we have to measure a given number of pe and p¿ data with a filter-covered
version of device 2b and then to plot the regression lines for both variables
(see Fig.5). These lines will intersect the origin in absence of thoron but
lift up if thoron is "seen" by the external detector. The curve of the most
probable stochastic correlation between pe and p¿ should ran between the two
regression lines. In Fig._5 it is represented by the equation pe = 1.6+2.9 pj_. From
here, the mean track density due to thoron and its daughter (pfnü) in these 47
homes is 1.6 track holes.mm-2/150 days, which is comparable with the effect of
radon exposure (2.1 track holes mm~2/15O days equivalent with 0.11 kBqm~3 as
shown in Fig.4). _
iv) Equilibrium factor (F)• The mean equilibrium factor (F) is determined by
the relation F=( O-lCJi+O. 5 2T?2+O. 38Q3) /Qo- ($2 is the mean activity concentration
of 2ll*Pb, the others are the same as mentioned under section ii)). F exactly
cannot be determined from two-detector measurements, but a reasonable estimation
can be obtained from the measurable quantity kf (Pe-PTnü)/'pi"((3o+Ql."l"Q3) /Qo by
using the fact that the correlation between the latter ratio and F is restricted
to a relatively narrow region. Taking into account typical aerosol and ventila-
tion parameters, and the (Pe~PTnD) /Pi = 2.9 value from Fig.5, from the Jacobi
(1972) equations we got the value F=0.4 for 47 homes.
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ABSTRACT

The astrophysical ly s ignif icant y ie lds for the 1 2 C( I 2 C, 8 Bep S ) 1 G0g - S - reaction have been mea-
sured at several incident energies between 2.4 < E c , m t (MeVj <*6.4, detecting a - p a r t i c l e s from
the aBeg_Si->-2a decay in the forward d i rec t ions by a Mylar shielded Makrofol-E type polycarbo-
nate f o i i . The cio and a i groups from the 2DNe+a channels were separately counted a t backward
angles in the same f o i l . Compared t o t he a0 and cij groups the yie ld for the 12C(12C,8Be) 160
reaction becomes increasingly more important with decreasing energy. The measured angular
distributions are indicative of an a-transfer.
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EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The 12C(12C,8Be„ s>)
16Og.s. reaction has been studied previously over the incident energy

interval of 9 <HEc!m. (MeV) < 20 by the coincident detection of a-particles from the
 8Be-+2a

decay (Fletcher and co-workers, 1976), and the energy interval 6 < Ec.m.(MeV) < 11 by the
AE-E telescope detection of l60 particles (Wada and co-workers, 1980). Though the knowledge
of cross section for this reaction is of decisive importance for the evaluation of the
12C+12C total reaction cross section as well as for the understanding of the l2C+12C resonance
and interaction mechanisms, no measurements were yet performed at subbarrier energies (Ec.m. <
6 MeV). At low energies the detection by electronic devices is difficult because of the ne-
gative reaction Q-value (-0.282 MeV) , resulting in low energy of a-particles from 8Be*2a and
low energy recoiling 1 6 0 , and because of a huge background of 1ZC and protons, arising from
the elastic scattering of the 1ZC beam on the carbon target and its hydrogen contaminants.
Certain plestic foils due to their insensitivity to protons, are ideal in such circumstances.

We reporthereon the measurement of the 12C(l2C,8Be) 160 yields performed, at several inci-
dent energies between 2.4 < E C - m_ (MeV) < 6.4, by the detection of a-particles (from

 8Be+2a)
with 200 um thick Makrofol E polycarbonate foils, sensitive to a-particles and heavier ions.
The yields for the ao,ai, and «,,,5 groups from the 20Ne+a channel (see Fig. 1) were measured
simultaneously for comparison with previous measurements (Becker and co-workers, 1981) and
for normalization purposes.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. A 13 mm wide Makrofol strip, forming a
cylinder of 4 cm radius with holes, 6 mm in diameter, punched at 0°, 170° and 180° with
respect to the beam direction, was exposed at each incident energy. In order to reduce
the background due to the scattered beam, a cylindric mask was positioned between the target
and detector. The sBe+2a and ak,s groups were detected in the forward part of the strip,
shielded by Mylar absorbers of varying thickness chosen to stop the elastically scattered
l2C-particles. The ao and ai groups were detected in the backward part of the strip which
was shielded by aluminum absorbers of varying thickness chosen such as to stop the az group
(see Fig. 3). The 1 2C + and 1 2 C + + beams of 0.1 to 1 uA current were used in conduction with
10 and 30 ug/cm2 natural carbon targets. The exposure time varied between a fraction of an



hour and two days (at the lowest energy) to
obtain a convenient track density, ideally
50 to 400 tracks/mm2. It was estimated be-
forehand from short test runs, used to check
absorbers.

The etching of Makrofol-detectors was per-
formed at the controled temperature of
(70.0+0.1) °C in the PEW solution of 30 g
KOH + 90 m£ H2O t 100 m£ C2H50H, recom-
manded by Somogyi and co-workers (1977),
with an etching rate of about 20 pm per
hour. The action of solution was periodical-
ly checked by detector samples irradiated
with a-particles from an z^1Am source. It
is interesting to note that during the
Ec.m. = 2.93 MeV exposure the detector strip
was not covered by absorbers near the detec-
tion angles 6L=15° and 9L=25° giving rise to
a large l2C background. This background was,
however, succesfully removed by etching and
the 8Be+2a group appeared quite clearly
(Fig. 4).

The possibility of contribution from light
contaminants in the target was examined by
irradiating self supporting targets of Li,
Be and B with the lSC beam at a few energies.
It was concluded that reactions with these
contaminants do not contribute to the 8Be+2a
group studied.

Figure 5 shows the angular distributions
obtained in this measurement for the BBe-*2a,
a01 on and cti,,5 groups at various incident
energies. The angular distributions for the
20Ne+a channels are presented in the center-
of-mass system and are symmetrical
around 90". The angular distributions for
the two a-particles from the 1GO+8Be channel
(extreme left in Fig. 5) are presented in the
laboratory system, the transformation of the
data to the center-of-mass 8Ee-angle being
s t i l l in progress using Monte Carlo type
simulations (Karp and co-workers, 1983).
Note that the a-yields from the Í60+BBe chan-
nel become, with decreasing incident energy,
increasingly more forward peaked and higher
with respect to the a-yields from the Ne+a
channels. This is indicative of an a-transfer
mechanism in the 12C(12C,8Be)1GO reaction at
energies substantially below the interaction
barrier. A quantitative interpretation of
data is in progress.
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fig. 1. Energy level diagram for the a-par-
ticle channels of the 12C+12C reac-
tion. The energy region and the a-
groups inyestigated in the present
work are indicated by cross-hatching
and solid arrows, respectively.
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Fig. 2. A shematic view of the reaction cham-
ber used for the exposure of the
Makrofol detectors to the a-particles
from the 1ZC+12C reaction.



Fig. 3. Experimental conditions
for the exposure at
E l a b a 10 NeV (Ec>m, *
4.99 MeV) beam energy,
showing (a) the energy
of the elastically scat-
tered 12C and of the a-
particles from the
Z0Neta and 16Ot8Be,
8Be-»-2ct, channels, (b)
the thickness of the ab-
sorber placed before
the plastic detector at
various detection an-
gles, and (c) the ex-
pected range of the va-
rious a-particle groups
in the Makrofol-E plas-
tic detector, as func-
tions of the detection
angle.
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Fig. 4. The diameter distribu-
tion and colour of o-
tracks in the region of
the 8Be+2a group. The
top histograms are for
the exposure at beam
energy Ec.m. = 2.93 MeV,
obtained after removal
(by etching) of a sur-
face-layer thickness
h=óum. The bottom his-
tograms are for E c m =
2.43 MeV and h=5um!
The elastically scatte-
red 12C-particles pene-
trated the Makrofol de-
tectors in the E c m > = .
2.93 MeV exposure'at
detection angles 9L=1S°
and 25°, due to uncom-
plete shielding by the
absorbers at these
positions.
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Fig. S Angular distri-
butions for the
observed a-
particle groups.
The angular dis-
tributions for
the 20Ne+a chan-
nels are in the
center-of-mass
system, while
for the lsOt'Be,
aBe*2a channel
are in the labo-
ratory system.
The statistical
errors are in-
dicated when
they exceed the
point size.
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